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(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasura and your scrapbook)

Voi an.e Thirty-One.

At this festive season of the year somehow sentimentality comes early and stays beyond the arrival of a
new year. Remembering favorite relatives with special
gifts, writing notes and selecting gifts for old friends
and anticipating the arrival of folks away from home
will never be forgotten in the frenzy to get ready for the
special event that comes on December 25th. It is also a
time to contemplate our surroundings, as we invariably
do, to learn again that this land in which we live is special and apart from almost any place around the globe.
The uncanny part about it, is that even short-term visitors get caught up in the contagious friendliness of the
twin cities and they go away with fond memories that
live a long, long time.
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Number 50

Meadowview Can Sell Lots;tuiton
Pay Fee; Election Laws Violated — Siithr
Lawsuits concerning municipalities have occupied
the foremost attention of Circuit Judge Elvis Stahr these
past several days. The Judge has ruled in two cases that
involved the City of Fulton and South Fulton, the City
of Fulton and the owners of the Meadowview Subdivi
sion, and indicated that Kentucky Utilities has justification to sue the City of Hickman and allied agencies for
alleged"violations of election laws in the November election.

Such was the memory that Mignon (Mrs. Adron) Doran witnessed when she came here last
month to speak at the Woman's
Club ancl to visit with her old
friends the Bob Browns. Mildred
(Brown) called us after Mignon
had returned home to tell us what
a perfectly wonderful visit she
had here and how completely fascinated she was with the incomparable Fulton hospitality.
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defendants shall have until Pc
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"Dear Jo:
Specifically Judge Stahr:
"Thanks for the kind and generous story in your paper covering
1—Ruled that the City of Ful- liability on the part of the indiour visit to Fulton. It was such a
ton had the legal authority to pay viduals involved.
pleasant affair. I loved every minthe City of South Fulton $4200 in
The controversy end resultitg
ute of it. Adron concurs, wholesettlement of an engineer's fee for suit arose
when South Fult,11
heartedly. Fondly, Mignon."
services rendered to both cities in sought to collect
S£1400 from FulShe asked that we send a copy
the matter of a joint sewage dis- ton for half
of a $16,800.00 stateof the News to another mutual
posal system. A taxpayer's suit ment presente
d from Nichols Enfriend Mrs. R. D. Carter, exwas filed-by J. D. Davis against gineering Company
of Union City.
ecutive secretary of the Kenthe Mayor and Commissioners of Mr. Davis, in
connection with W.
Undoubtedly Mignon and Doran, tucky Federati
the City of Fulton to test the legal P. Burnette anci
on of Women's
other interested
too, find it difficult to dim the Clubs, so that Mrs.
authority of the city to pay the citizens brought
Carter too, can
about a comproMrs. Kathryn Lannom (center) is shown
memory of their visit here for we take a "look" at
here being su urn in as fee. Judge Stahr ruled that the mise of
Fulton's hosthe
fee,
providing that
had a nice note from her in last pitality. We have
sent the paper Acting Secreary of State in Frankfort to administer the affairs of city officials had the authority to the individual officers of the
City
week's mail. Said Mignon:
and hope that it will entice Mrs. that office while Henry Carter
is out of the State. Mrs. Lannon'', of pay the fee without any personal of Fulton were not liable for the
Carter to come here on either a
Hickman, county court clerk for twelve
years will serve until Desocial or official visit.
cember 15. .Administering the oath of-office
to Mrs. Lannom is Court
That special Fulton "spirit" was of Appeals Judge Brady Stewart. Looking on
is Governor Bert Combs
Jottings
made loud and clear to us again who signed 4,he
official papers declaring the former Fulton'
Countian
last week when we attended the
annual Christmas party of the "Secretary of State for the Commonwealth of Kentucky."
From
Business and Professional Women's Club. We are grateful to
Gertrude Murphy for coming by
It's "off the press and ready for
the office to issue the ultimatum
The Hollys at Home
your reading pleasure. Sam Holly's
that we attend. Her 'ultimatum"
Scrapbook, for almost a year in
was echoed by Barnette Pigue,
the printing and compiling stage
who went so far as to select the
is on sale in time for Christmas
gift that we were to bring to the
gift-giving and for your keepsake.
party..
Let it be said here and
now,
Sam Holly, office manager of
By NORMAN WHITE
that come rain, or snow, or leaden
of instrumental and vocal selecthe ASC office in Hickman, reskies we'll try our very best to
tions
presente
d
by
musicians ports the news from Hickman
The First Christian Church was
When it comes to the point be at the next meeting.
Truly, we the perfect setting for the pro- from the Fulton area.
over WFUL each Monday. Wedwhere you haven't got time to be have never enjoyed
such
a
get- gram of Christmas and traditional
Instrumental selections includ- nesday and Friday. When he first
sick, you're in a bad way. So I together in a long, long
time.
As music presented by the Music ed the lovely
guess you can say that I'm in a we drove home we kept
opening and closing started "doing the live-wire" he
saying to Department of the Fulton Wo- Christma
s music presented
bad way. I didn't even have time ourselves: "WHY HAVEN'
by selected some thought for the
T
WE man's Club on Tuesday evening. Mrs. J. W.
McKendive. organist day, appropriate for the occasion.
to "live up" a full day in the Ful- BEEN GOING TO THOSE
MEETThe seat mth of the music and the and Mrs. Leonara
ton Hospital Monday. Being con- INGS BEFORE NOW?" We're
Bushart, pian- Soon the listeners began looking
an message of Christmas made one ist, which
set the mood for the forward to Sam's closing thoughts.
fined to the hospital is certainly old B&PW member from
'way
completely unaware of the zero whole program. The
no way for me to get well, be- back in those Mississippi
Fulton High So much comment was received
days. We temperature outside.
Band was representis well by a by the radio station's managecause the more I thought of how
(Continu
ed
On
Page 3)
The program was a combination
ment that the popular Sam Holly
(Continued on rage Twelve)
much I had to do, and how I was
was asked to compile many of his
"wasting time" getting well, I
favorite "notes and quotes" in
just up and told the doctor I was
book form.
going home. Said he: "Jo, can't
you just spend the night, tonight
The 68-page booklet that came
(Monday) and go home in the
of the press this week is a result
.
morning." "No," says I. "because it
of that compilation. Poems on
would look funny as all get out to
Sam Holly (left) is enjoying his favorite pastime,
felendshi
philosop
being with his
p,
hy,
religion
family.
..walk out of the hospital to my
The are ‘1entlell (center seated) and Mrs.
and for special events are among
Hons. Standing
desk at the News office." He
arc
left
to
right:
Mrs. Billy Wayne Goad and airs. Robert Nerren,
those printed In the book. Reagreed and so I left.
quests for the book have come
Plant Life" (what else) is the
name of the chatty and newsy from all over the area. The first
I don't suppose Dr. Glynn Busprinting rontains a limited sup"house
organ" of Ferry-Morse
hart would have agreed so readily
ply. It sells for one dollar. WFUL
Seed
Company
.
It
is
edited by and the Fulton News will mail
if he thought that my leaving
Charles Pawlukiewicz, well known
would cause any great complicacopies of the book, free of charge,
and
popular
Fultonia
n who is when the order is received. paid
tions. The hospital stay was causmanager
of
the
giant
seed com- in advance. For those persons
ed by an ailing tooth. It's been
pany's local operatiod. The monthgoing on for some several months
wishing to send the book as a gift
ly
publicati
on
tells
the
"news and for Christmas, the News will ennow. The ailment reminds me of
views
of
our
folks
and
our
firm," close a gift card.
the old story my father used to
The general me, tap.; ,tf lia.
Lanni
it says in the masthead, and it is
I
tell me. It was of the ant and the
An order blank is printed on Woman's Club will be Friday. Mrs. Mary Arrington and. a home
obvious that the editor covers the
grasshopper. You remember that
Decembe
r
14,
at 2:30 p. m. Hostsj economics graduate of Murray
page three of this week's News.
ground completely.
one don't you?
Persons wishing to purchase the for the meeting will be -the Home State College is on the move
The news is broken down into book
and
Garden
Department. They these days. Linda, has accepted a'
in the twin city area may do
Whenever this particular tooth
the various company's operations.
so at the City Drug Company on will present as their guest speak- position as nutritionist for tha
Is paining like all get out I go to
Fulton's section is called "Fulton
Lake Street. Mr. and $rs. C. H. er. Mrs. Clarence Reed, of Fulton. Britling's
Cafeteria chain in
an MD and tell him to give me
Fill-In" and is edited by Robert McDaniel
, owners of the -drug Mrs. Reed is a well known author Memphis. Fiat the past several
something to relieve the pain and
Hamilton. The November issue
and
writer
of
short
stories
using weeks she has been observing the
store said that they would be hapthe ailment until I can go to the
proudly printed pictures of the py
to handle the sale of the book the pen name of'Curlin Reed. She preparation of food in the huge
dentist and have it yanked out.
company's participants in the in order
visited
her
sone
Colonel
W. P. cafeteria facility before takipe
to accomodate the many
When the pain is gone, I say
Lion's Club minstrel. The "show- persons
who find the Lake Street (Billy) Reed and -family. in Env,- special training for the . food
"what the heck, it's not bothering
stealers" from Ferry-Morse were:
law
Store convenient as a shopping land last Christmas and she will company.
me. so why pull a perfectly good
George "Deacon" Albritten, Ken center.
share her experiences of "ChristLast week Linda • took 7-f1ying
tooth." I don't, and I never think
"Kookie"
Alexander, Frank
mas in England" and bring a few trip to Louisvill
e where Me will
about it until it acts up again,
"Seedy" Welch and Cal "Mushy"
highlights of "Her Majesty, Queen take speciali.a
al instructiotio be
then I vow all over again.
Secombe.
CONGRATULATIONS
Elizabeth of England".
put into operation when Drilling
My brief stay in the hospital
Although all the "Ferry-Mom.
reminded me of a story our family
When you 'have a Pepsi' these
The,Home and Garden-Depart- : opens its new restaurant in the
ers" get the bulletin, many other..
doctor told me one time. Said he:
days, you will know that it was ment members are asked to bring! Laureiwbod Shopping Center in
subscribers are interested in the.
"I can't understand why people
produced under outstanding con- handwork, an unusual' gift, or Memphis.
plant life of Ferry-Morse.aThe
who have been right sick all day
ditions. To prove this, Charles E. Christmas decorations they have • "Cafeterias have always had a
News prints herewith items from
seem to tnink that the illness is
Reams of the local Pepsi Cola made to the meeting.
special fascination for most peo"Fulton Fill-Ins."
fatal in the middle of the night."
Bottling Company was honored for
ple." Linda told the News. "but
The Executive Board will meet when one stops to
I had beer, having that toothache
outstanding performance in daily
consider the
WELCOM
E
BACK
—
to
Ruth
all day. I had it when I went to
tests at a recent production semi- at 2:00 P. M. instead of 1:30 thousands of highly scientific
(Continua on page seven)
Durbin Looks 'Em Over
bed. Yet, the urgency to have a
nar.
methods employed to make that
P. M.'
doctor seemed imperative about
food look as appetizing as it
three o'clock in the morning when
does, then the fascination would
I couldn't sleep, and it was obvibe even greater." ous that I didn't think the doctor
The graduate of Fulton High
ought to be asleep.
Schoolhas been too busy to visit
FT. SHAFTER, HAWAII (HQ, James L.
(Continued on page six)
Richardson. and formed diers, marines and airmen
sta- 27th was held in Thailand for try to reverse some of the
It was with that thought on my US ARMY PACIFIC) Dec. 10— from Army, Marine
actions
and Air Force tioned all over Thailand.
over four months."
mind that I called Glynn and Like the circuit-riding judges of units of the
that had been taken."
Pacific Command,
Shrugging
apologized for the call. After I America's earlier days, a Ken- was ordered into
off the
deadly
To a lesser degree, the same
During the initial stages of the
Thailand by snakes
encountered. the monsoon problems existed for the Marine
realized that I wakened him from tucky lawyer in the uniform of President Kennedy
American troop buildup Colonel
at Thailand's rains, the
mud and the jungle Battalion Landing Team which Durbin
a deep sleep I felt guilty as could the United States Array has been request when
that
was the only military legal
country's heat, Colonel
be. Instead of asking him to go traveling through 20,000 miles of borders were
Durbin says that the later joined the Task Force from officer
threatened by com- importan
in Thailand, and demands
t
thing
to him was that Okinawa, and for the Air Force for
down to the hospital and prescribe Thailand's jungles bringing the munist forces
his services were often overduring the height of he was
able to help military per- fighter squadrons which came in
for me, I prescribed for myself. I law, justice and legal assistance to the crisis in Laos
whelming. Each time he would go
last spring.
sonnel over some rough spots.
asked if he would please call the American troops stationed there.
from the Philippines and the to Bangkok, 150 miles
south of the
Now
back
at
his
normal
assignhospital, order a sedative for me
"Some of those boys really had United States, Colonel Durbin Joint Task Force
Until recently, Lieutenant Colheadquarters at
ment as Deput, Staff Ji•dge Ad- problems,"
and I would go on down there, onel Paul J. Die bin,
he stated. "The 1st said.
Korat, word would spread through
of Fulton, vocate at United States
Army Pa- Battle Group, 27th Infantry from
get in bed and see what happened Kentucky, served
"Tenant problems arose when the city that "The Judge Ls in
as the Staff cific headquarters
in Hawaii, Col- Hawaii, for instance. hae gone to the
to the toothache. He readily Judge Advocate
men lost touch with rental town!" Then the phones would
for Joint Task onel Durbin looks
back on his Thailand in April for a two-week agents
agreed. I not only prescribed for Force 116, which
back home," he explained. start ringing and never let up unwas activated in jungle tour of duty
as an interest- SEATO maneuver. They didn't "And
myself, I acted as my awn care- mid-May, and which
there was a constant source til he returned to the field.
is only now ing and professionally
valuable
taker and ambulance driver.
think
they'd be gone long, so they of difficulty with state
returning to the various home
and federal
Out in the field with the troops
experience. During his five-month hadn't made
any long-term fi- income tax claims. These notices it
bases of its units in the Pacific
was much the same, except for
assignment he traveled through nancial and
I advised the family I was go- and Far East areas.
other business ar- are normally sent by regular mail the
lack of telephones and modern
the country by jeep, plane, heli- rangements.
ing to the hospital. Before they
We had quite a and by the time they had
The Task Force, commanded by copter and on
been office conveniences. "The Thais
foot to provide legal scramble getting their
(Continued on Page Three)
personal forwarded all the way to Thailand were always
the Army's Lieutenant General assistance
startled when they'd
to more than 6000 sol- affairs straightened
out when the by boat mail, it was pretty late to
(Continued on page eight) .
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Chesimas Spirit Prevails
In Music Program Tuesday

Sam Holly's 68-Page Scrapbook Is Now
On Sale At City Drug,WFUL,The News

Ferry - Morse Public2tion Reveals Staffs,
Active Participants IN Community Life

Mrs. Reed To
Linda Arrington
Give Story Of
In Special Course
English Holiday For Food Chain

MM.

Fulton's Paul Durbin Is Legal Beagle, Roaming In Thailand Jungle

Be Sure'. .. Mall Early

OH, NO, NOT HERE!

Letter To Kentucky Council Of Churches
Makes Clear New Ruling On Exemptions
The Department of Revenue of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky has
recently issued a regulation (SU-14-1)
exempting churches from paying the
State Sales and Use Tax on all purchases for use in their religious activities. In order to aid the churches in
understanding the application i ,1 this
regulation the Kentucky Council of
Churches asked the }Venue Departrra.nt to submit a Ictter outlining. the
procedure :required. The foil wing
letter from" William- R. Reed is in answer to that. request.
Dear Rev. Chambers:
During air- recent conversation
yen requested a clarification of the
exLinption provided under .the Sales
and ['se Tax Law of tangible personal
preeerty sold to church organizatiens: and the method by which
churches might avail themselves of
this exemption.
Pursuant to Regulation SU-14-1,
churches are not required to pay sales
tax to their suppliers of tangible perrty purchased for use in
,
- sonal pro!
their relkiieus activities. In order to
avail therliilves of this exemption.
each church must complete and file
the Department of Revenue
kith
For!e 51Al2-, entitled "Application

for Purchase Exemption." After a review and approval by the Department a purchase exemption number
will be issued to each churet, the
church must then present to each of
its suppliers a purchase exemption
certificate listing the nth-Tiber assigned by the Department.
The purchase of utilities, sewer
services, telephonic and telegraphic
services are not included within the
exemption. Materials used to construct and repair property are not exempt if the work is performed .by an
in-dependent contractor. • Sales- of
meals, food and drink are subject to
tax if they are served at a function to
which the general public is invited.
If a church sponsors no more
than two (2) events during a twelve
(1Z) month period to which the public is invited, they must obtain a temporary registration at the nearest district office of the Department of Revenue. The district offices are located
in thirteen principal cities. The temporary registration is valid for a period of thirty (30) days. If .a church
two (2) events
4ponsors more than
during a twelve (12) months period to:
which the public is invited, it mu
obtain a sales and use tax permit. 1

Television, Like Newspapers In Danger When
Advertisers Seek To Dictate News Policies
Whether or not one is in agreement or discord with the American
Broadcasting Conipany's method of
producing news programs. particularly those dealing with ill-fated politicians, later developments in the Howard K. Smith—Alger Hiss--Richard
Nixon ease may lay foundation to a
dangerous procedure for advertising
in the cornmunicatio,ns media.
At least three major advertisers
'ave expressed disagreement with
ABC's presentation of "The Obituary
-f Richard .Nixon," and have acted to
:ireak large advertising contracts as
ta act of protest. The network has refused to comply with_these requests
for termination with good reason.
A television network's right to
present a documentary -program as it
sees fit seems more important to the
orocesses of communications freedom
than does an advertiser's desire that
all broadcast scripts dealing with
celebrated politicians be shaped in
the manner of "This is Your Life."
The cause of the network is further
enhanced by the fact that not any of
the three advertisers seeking to break
contracts had any direct connection
with the program to which they objected.
Fortunately, newspapels long
ago refused to sell editorial privileges
to the ,advertisers. With justifiable
feeling that the advertiser gets his
full dollar's value in the display spot
11- is paying for, newspapers refused

so steadily to give ground that eventually—except in rare cases—they
weren't expected to. Young as it is,
television should have already established unshakable standards to protect its obvious right to report news
with depth and from different sides.
„There is no doubt that had the
opinions of Alger hiss been printed
in a roundup of the Nixon case by a
newspaper columnist, there would
rave been. no _protests and certainly
no attempts by advertisers to cancel
--ntracts. The fact that the paper was
erinted on Veteran's Day or Palm
unday would have had no relation
(o its rights to interview and report
fully as it deemed reasonable to exeloring the case from every angle.
The opinions - of Alger Hiss were
nublished in a book by him in 1957
with no anpreciable protest from the
ithlic Those comments were.considerably more lengthy and opinionated than those expressed by Mr.
I Liss to Howard K. Smith. ,
Ironically, the three advertisers
in this significant case at ABC may
be performing a great and wonderful
functionin the development of television news coverage. By hitting
where it hurts worst, in the revenue
department, the advertisers may
force television to adopt a strong
enough stand in demanding the basic
ingredients essential to freedom of
speech in the communications media.

SERMONETTE OF THE WEEK

Do More Than Half Live
"Does only half of you travel
question about the one and only jourabroad?" was the arresting question
ney you are now taking on your pilon a poster in a Rockefeller Center
grimage to heaven.
window not long ago.
Are you only "half living?" Or
It advertised a course for travel- "-axe you making a conscientious effort
minded Americans at the Berlitz- to discover and put to full and worthSchool, reminding them that they
while use the bit of greatness that
had better learn at least one more
God has entrusted to you personally?
language if they did not wish to lose
May these few tips help you to
• 50 percent of the benefits of an overdo more than "half live."
seas trip in which they would invest
"Doing nothing is doing ill" is an
much time, effort and money.
old proverb—a pointed reminder to
You might ask yourSelf a similar
those who are prone to idleness.
The origin of the word "idle" is a
THE FIYLTON COUNTY NEWS
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WFSTPIIELING
lesson in itself. It comes from the
Editors and Publishers
Anglo-Saxon term "idel" meaning
"vain" or "useless."
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
In 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
We humans try in a variety of
Also Second Maas la ISM sad Moaerabt• Mende. In
ways to shirk labor and responsibility
in pursuit of happiness.
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton,
the first of which was founded in 1880.
But sooner or later we are forced
Address all mall (tabsetivtionii. change of Redeem
with William Cowper, who
to
agree
Forms 5579 t• Pest Offlee Box 433 ?viten. XeeeeeIti
said nearly 200 years ago: "Absence
Published Every Thursday of The Year
of occupation is not rest, a mind quite
A member of the Kentricky Press Association
vacant is a mind distressed."
Second - elan postage paid at Fulton. KenGod made you to be a "doer" not
tucky and at additional mailing offices.
The More you discover and
"idler."
an
Subscription Rates: E3.00 per year in Fulton
to
the creative power hidden
use
nut
Hickman, Graves Counties. Ky., and Obion and
within you, the hannier, more comWenkley Counties. Tenn. Elsewhere throughout the United States $4.00 per year.
plete and meaningful your life be?Times.
1962
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STRICTLY ,BUSINES';

by McF•etters

Back in 1919, when the United
States Navy was trying out its
new wings in operations off
Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, flyers
faced mechanical hazards undreamed of today. "Motors were
primitive," Vice Admiral Patrick
N. L. Bellinger (Ret.) wrots, recently. "They often quit in midair; so we flew with an eye on the
surface . . . in case of a forced
landing. The most important rule
was:'When something goes wrong,
point fur nose down.'"
Be Sure ... Mail Early
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Personal Budgets Vary ...
So Do Auto Financing Plans —
but there's only one best plan, if economy counts
with the purchaser of New 1963 Models
Up To 36 Months
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KNOW YOUR STATE
GOVERNMENT
By Dr. H. L.111ePheeters
Commissioner of Mental Health
What are some of the cases of
mental retardation ?
While there are any cases of
mental retardation, they generally fall into two categories: 01)
Those that result from physical
changes in the brain. and (2)
Those in which'the brain is apparently normal but in which the
person has not had the opportunity to USC and develop his intelligence normally.
physical
the ninny
Among
causes are ...pose which result
iii)rn improper d c velopg-Pent of
the brain before birth. This impropir developmtnt may result
fr4n illnesses ot the expectant
mother (especially illnesses caused by certain vim- diseases such
as german measl 1. ffom poor
nutrition of the mother, from a
poor location or '1 eatened mis'y in
carriage of the des:,
the mothers woml . or from several rather rare h( oditary causes
Under all of thc•se conditions
there may be other improper1V
developed organs such as heart
defects and cleft .palates in addition to the mental defect. The
amount of mental retardation in
these individuals varies greatly—
all the way from very slight to
very severe.
at de- One special condition
serves mention is Mongolism
Mongoloid children have a characteristic apaearance from birth
... wide facr s, flat noses, slanting
eyelids and stubby fingers and
toes. The condition results from a
developments
combination of
persons are
problems. -These
e."

usually only moderately retarded
and so, while they need special
training and attention, they usually should not need permanent institutional care. Most of them are
extremely easy-going and lovable.
Another group of the mentally
retarded become so at the time of
birth. This may be the result of a
hard labor and difficult birth or it
may be the result of a premature
birth. These persons may have
other problems such as paralysis
of a spastic type which makes
them walk with a tight, jerky
gait and hold their arms in a rigid,
bent position. In these cases, too,
the amount of retardation is variable from very slight to extremely severe. In other: cases damage to the
brain occurs af'er birth. These
cases include infections of the
brain. severe blows to the head,
brain tumors and severe illness
or conditions which block the development of the brain, thyroid
gland deficiency, blue baby heart
defects and severe malnutrition.
Again the amount of mental disability varies greatly from person
to person.
In all cases of mental retardation it is important to have a
thorough medical - psychological
evaluation of the patient made as
early as possible, to search for the
cause and to detect other conditions which might be corrected to
help overcome the mental defect
In addition, tests of mental
abilities are necessary to find out
such things as the kinds and
amounts of menchanical ability
the person possesses as well as
the kinds and amounts of reasoning and memory powers.

a bank auto loan!
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An historical review of the Civil War day by day in Ken.
tucks, as reviewed by the Kentucky Civil War Commission
By JOE JORDAN

The Emanciic tion Proclamation,
which President Lincoln had revealed in Sept.,mber, would not
become effectise until January 1
and even then it was not to apply
in Kentucky. itoviever, Federal
troops from northern states were
inclined, when stationed in Kentucky, to harbor runaway slaves
Who fled to th( :r camps. Civil authorities could -carcely compel the
military to surrender the fugitives. Brig. r;en. Jeremiah T.
Boyle, the Un In's military governor of the tate, was a Kentuckian and he had issued an order forbidding the practice. Wickliffe thought 13oyle's order was
being ignored tty camp commanders, and he v .1nted evidence' to
present to his fellow congressmen.
Wickliffe, a sAeran of the War
of 1812, was a former governor of
Kentucky and a former postmaster general of the United States.
Among the Kentuakians In the
Confederate States Army who
were serving :n Tennessee under
Brig. Gen. John Hunt Morgan the
big event of the week under review was mnrgan's marriage to
Miss Mattie Heady of Murfreesboro. whose beauty and charm
had made her a favorite in Wash-

ington, D. C., society when her
father was serving in the U. S.
Congress as a Tennessee representative.
The wedding at the Ready home
was a brilliant affair. Guests included President Jefferson Davis,
Gen. Braxton Bragg. Lt. Gen. W.
J. Hardee, Major Gen. John C.
Breckinridge and the officers of
Bragg's staff and of Morgan's own
command. The bride's brother,
Col. Horace Ready, a member of
IIardee's staff, was one of Morgan's attendants. The officiating
minister was Lt. Gen. Leonidas
Polk, who in civilian life was
Episcopal Bishop of Louisiana. He
and Jefferson Davis had been
classmates at West Point. After
"three lively years" as a cadet.
Polk had been converted in his
senior year; six months after
graduation, he had resigned from
the Army to study for the ministry.
Two regimental bands were on
hand. One, inside the mansion,
provided the wedding music. The
other, outside, played for dancing
later in the evening. The townspeople of Murfreesboro assembled
in front of the house and serenaded the bridal couple and distinguished guests. In response to
calls for the President, Jefferson
Davis appeared on the veranda
and made a graceful little speech.
It was a happy interlude in the
midst of grim warfare which, before it ended, would claim the
lives of the bridegroom, the officiating bishop, and a good many
of the guests. One of them, Brig.
Gen. Roger W. Hanson of Kentucky, had less than three weeks
to live.
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One hundred years ago this
week, Kentucky slaveholders read
a card published by Congressman
Oharles A. Wickliffe of Bardstown, requesting his own constituents and all other Kentuckians
whose slaves Kiri been taken from
them by the I' S. Army to send
him sworn stnt, :nents of the facts.
He was considt ring introducing a
bill in Congo is to provide a
means by wt ich such slaves
might be recosa red by their mas-ters.
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connection is handwired, hand soldered.
Mechanical design and circuitry is simplified
for most dependable performance.
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Every

The PRINCETON •
Model 6025
Deluxe io-boy console In choice of
beautiful grained furniture colors. Footwear
Zenith's great

new Color TV advances!

$490.00 -Up
(At ith trade)

EAT U RI NG1

World Famous Zenith

SPACE COMMAND'
TUNING
REMOTE TV

Tune TV From Your Easy Chain!
Pr.... button: To turn set on and off •change
channels • Adjust volume • Mute the sound—
Cordless! No Petteriest

Come In

For A Demonstration!

ROPER TFIEVISION
306 Main St.

Phone 307
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(Continued from nage one)
knew then and we know now, it's
a very fine group of which to be
• member.
The program was gay and delightful. Zuanita Phelps was program chairman for the evening.
She was happy to get Montelle
Tripp and Madge Patterson to be
on the program. Though not planned. Montelle sang a song in the
real Southern tradition and Madge
gave a reading in the same vein.
We sang songs, played games, and
honestly, it was just sheer pleasure.

native and taught in city schools
there for several years.
"The parents lived in Gainsvile, Ga., before Miss Sibley Was
born. They returned to Paducah
so that Miss Sibley could be born
there but left shortly after her
birth.
"Still living in Paducah are
Miss Sibley's grandmother, Mrs.
Frank A. Milliken, 1609 Clark
Street ,and an uncle. Charles T.
Milliken."

Tommy Bynum, Mark Owens,
Bill Gray, Neil Covington, Orville
Floyd, Dave Gilbert, David Glasco, Buddy Grissom, Billy Hill,
Tony Lathana, Dickie McIntosh,
Michael Morgan, James Myers,
Ralph Owen, Glenn Rice, R. L.
Ring and Walt Sensing.

A HAPPY HOME!

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from page one)
could protest I was dressed warmly, drove my car to the hospital
at that miserable hour, and won
the battle with the toothache by
nine o'clock the next morning.
Then I forgot about the dentist
and will until the tooth starts acting up again.

The News congratulates Mr. and
Mrs. James Phillips, 200 Oak
Street on the arrival of a six
month old baby girl, Nena Gail
who ,became a member of their
family by adoption on Friday the
seventh of December

It was right

The mail brought a nice note
from Mary Royster, who wrote
from Paducah. Mary dislocated
her arm in a recent accident and
has been on the mend. She reports she is much better and sends
fond Christmas greetings to her
BY CANDLELIGHT
many, many friends in Fulton.
We prevailed upon the members
A Candlelight Vesper Servcie is
And that she has many, is for
to give us some news items that
planned for December 19 at 5:30
sure.
we intended for last week's
p. m. in the East School gymnaspaper, but during Christmas time
If there is a more active trade ium, South Fulton. The public is
we do well to get any news in the
organization in the twin cities cordially invited to the program
paper at all. We did learn that
that the local chapter of the Na- which will be given by the Music
Bill and Peggy Hussey will be I
tional Hairdressers Association, Department under the direction of
doming this-a-way from Tulsa to
we don't know about it. Attend- Miss Myra Williams.
spend the holidays with Peggy's
as many meetings as we do,
ing
mother Ruth Scott . . . we learnwe think that these ladies deed, too. that Ruth Scott is a visiserve some kind of platinum halo
tor in Union City nearly every
for the manner in which they
week-end . . . that Marvin and
share their mutual business policBarbara (Caldwell) Atkins will be
ies and even their price schedules.
coming homeward from Knoxville
Last week the members of the
for Christmas with Elizabeth and
association met at Dorothy's BeauHarvey Caldwell, but there's little
ty Shop for their regular meethope that Don and Ruth (Calding and installed officers. A good
well) Wright will get here from
time was had by all and the elecNorfolk. bon (Lt.-j. g.) is still
tion results indicated that Olene
"sweating out" the Cuban emerFields of the Klip and Kurt
gency and may have to skip the
Beauty Shop will serve as presivisit home . . . Bobby Snow and
dent for next year.
his family won't see much snow
Other officers are: Martha Call,
for their Christmas, they'll probvice-president; Nina McKinney,
ably have to "sweat out" that
secretary - treasurer; Geor gia
Florida sunshine . . . We're lookHughes, corresponding secretary
ing forward to having the Carlos
and Nell Williams, historian. To
Lannoms running in and out of
get together and discuss the
our house for the holidays . . .
modern trend in beauty parlor
the invitation has certainly been
operations is a true indication that
extended . . . Mr. and Mrs. Carl
the gals are on the "permanent
Hastings and Lila Hastings were
wave length."
recent visitors in Lexington. Ky.
to visit with kith and kin . . . Mr.
Olene's new honor reminds us
and Mrs. W. B. Eaves and Mr. and
too that her son Mark, was
Mrs. J. D Simpson enjoyed a plealiterally raised around a beauty
sant visit with the Layton Minshop. (and his robust health is a
tons in Greenville, Ky recently.
thing of beauty, too) celebrated
his ninth birthday last Sunday.
It is possible that many of our Olene and Leon really enjoyed a
readers will be interested in the I grown-up party for him at the
Associated Press story with a Park Terrace when Mrs. A. B.
date-line from New York.
Thacker and Miss Millie Gray
New York. Nov. 26— "Cesare
shared the honors at entertaining
Siepi, 39. Metropolitan Opera bas- young Mark. Besides "acting"
so, obtained a marriage license grown the youngsters
played
Monday to marry Louellen Sibley,1 "School" (something they might
28, a dancer.
not enjoy so much when they're
"Miss Sibley gave a Manhattan older) sang Christmas
carols,
address, listing herself as a native' gave recitations and even had a
of Paducah, Ky.
"twist contest." Nell Covington
"Siepi, who took a brief fling and Mark Owens twisted the
on Broadway last spring in the I "bestest" and they got a prize.
musical "Bravo Giovanni," gave
The traditional birthday rehis address as Principessa Clotilde, freshments and favors were servMilano, Italy.
ed the guests. They included:
"It will be a first marriage for
Mark Austin. Jeff Barclay,
each. They gave no indication Larry Beard, Leonard Boaz, Mickwhere and when the wedding will ey Rockwell, Kermit Cottrell,
take place.
Michael Sisson, Van Stephenson,
"Miss Sibley is a daughter of Gary McBride, Steve Ericksen,
Major and Mrs. J. D. Sibley of Marvin Green, Jimmy Powell,
Miami. Fla. Her mother, the form- Ricky Robertson, Charles Whiter Louise Milliken, is a Paducah nel, Mike Vincent, Andy Sensing.
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BIBLES

-

Complete Assortment, all Sizes, Styles
—SEE—

MINS, REAMS and TAYLOR

PINK AND BLUE SMALL TESTAMENTS

FOB, YOUR

CITY DRUG COMPANY

'FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABILITY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
OFFICE PHONE 5

White Testaments

—

White Bibles

;4.

FULTON, KY.

LAKE ST.

208 MAIN STREET

FULTON, KENTUCKY
•••
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•?; Join America's most popular club,

even Santa
gets a real boot out of
Christmas Gifts by
VAN Haus-a 1\1'

4
0

Good things come to all guys who get Van Heusen
men's wear for Christmas...shirts! ties! pajamas!
sportswear! slacks! you name it, and Van Heusen

'It's the smart way to prepay holiday expenses.
All you do is open a Christmas Club accounS 1
for an amount you can most easily afford.
iThen you save that amount each week
land, when the club pays off next Noveraber.',
;ou receive your Christmas Club check..

it
it
A

VI.WealaiSonA

Le sure

to join ... you'll

be 914 way did.;

City National Bank

p "FREE PARKING FOR CUSTOMERS AT REAR"
lit. • MEMBER F. D. I. C.
• MI'mIsER FEDERAL RESERVE

Fulton, Kentucky

TS7VnIt.:

1707$11076701V7STSMTS 7T.It;71:AV'S Pr.TS T.:7:05Te;

SUGAR
RED RIVER VALLEY

COLONIAL WITH COUPON

10 LB.

PILLSBURY

CELERY

CAKE

Large Stalk

10c
•
ORANGES

3 for $1.00

5 Lb.n5 35c
APPLES
IN

2 Lbs. 29c
COFFEE
MENEM

• Ill

Big Valu Reg. or Drip

Lb. Bag 55c
RAISINS

U.

Sun

HEINZ STRAINED

IN

Maid Seedless

15 oz. 33c

IV/1G

1

,VAlli
FOOD STOREJS
FORMERLY U-TOTE-EM. WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES

JAR

III •

Fancy York

Let Your Fingers Do the Walking...

MIX

ALT.. VARIETIES

Juicy Florida

69c

25 LB. BAG

Potatoes 690
MI

N7;4.:
Ak:fe:

NI.:
,Cior.it;I.::
112100RARIMORIMBIORM TAPS MPTS70
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This Christmas Save Time and Effort!

This Christmas save yourself time, steps, effort.
Shop first in the Yellow Pages. Look under the handy
headings for the items you want. Find out fast who
sells them ... where their Smart Shoppers
stores are located. And for Look First in the
other gift ideas check the ads.
That's the Yellow Pages—your
most complete shopping guide
of all.

r‘

Postpone a visit until every- Ls
thing is.,"all set" and you will stay stc
when the at home all your life
- i4

makes it! The smartest men's wear...and the
nicest gifts in the world!

•

Shop the Yellow Pages Way!

funny

family gathered the next morn- page 3
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ing and didn't find me there. For
a short while they were shocked.
RESEARCH DIRECTOR
Ohio Fuel Gas Company at Mans
Then they all remembered that in
shiriey maxweil hu, been pro- 1 field, Ohio. She is the (laughter c
their drowsiness they recalled my
coming in to tell them I was on
., id Fill I
Mr and Mrs. J. A. .I
my way to the hospita,l. One thing motcd and justifiably sii. She is twi Slic -.is a graduLc, of Fulto
I can say for myself. -I may get now directur f cc-,tiaci.li in the
h and of the
toothaches, but Pm never a bore."
iiiinie Scrvice Departnicnt (if the 1,1,.:,turkv.

MORTONS 22 oz. Cherry or Peach

Baby Food 10c Pies 3 for $1.

OLEO 8oz.each.50[COLONIAL
ICE CREAM 590
MERIT COUNTRY PATTIES

_ _ _ _

SUGAR

_ _ _

10 Lb.

69c'

I With This Coupon and :S5 00 Addi.
I Purchase Excluding Tobacco and
Cigarettes.

SWIFT 1-2 GALLON

EXPIRES DEC. 15th

Chuck Roast
For Sea-soning

1

I

Big Value
Economy
Brand

Bacon 3 Lbs. . 99c

Loin End

Pork Lean Boneless;

Pork Roast

59c

LB.

39c

Toppy Brand Sliced

!-.I iced "near Cured

Jowl Lb. ___ 29c

Blade
Cut

Bacon Lb. _ _ 39c
I

CotialW Style

Cutlets Lb. _ __ 59c 1 Spare Ribs Lb. 49c

BOSTON
Pork Roast
IIlb. 39c
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tect pilferers.

Electronic Unit
I

P6ms that might be pilfered
are provided with tPiu electronic
which con Le detected by
Columbus. Ohio—By use of reveiv rs at exits. An auxiliary
tracers and elcctrmic charws haed probe then is 1! 'ecl to locate
the stolen items without physiwhich emit radiolike WAPS or
1 search.
imp
General Nucleonics. Inc.,
says it 11..5 • slcyclope,i a system
for business and industry to de- Support
"Dollars For Scholars"

Detects Thefts

.4)WALKER

REWARD!
Enjoy the true
bourbon taste
of
Hiram Walker's

ca=crOO
orrv *Army 31.2.r
Pod
tin well 1$4.00

TEN HIGH.
rss

Fifth

NIRTS.Y. Wt (ER & SONS, INC., PEORIA. ILL .86 PROOF

en -

Swig
BUTTON -FREE
"Golden Sleep"
MATTRESS

Principal Lester Betty Reveals
South Fulton Honor Students

The South Fulton High School mings, Judy Neely, Marilyn Mills,
honor roll was- announced last Lynn Jetton, Peggy Guthritt, Jerry
week by Lester Betty, principal. Johnson, David
Long, Karen
Students who made all A's for the Frields, Linda Duncan,. Marilyn
past six weeks were: Freshmen: Higgins, Mary Fields,
Tommy
Denise Barnes. Molly Alexander, Toon, Brenda Wood, JudithrDavis,
Richard Gossum,Terresa Penning- Pantholea Rucker, sophomores.
ton and Joan Woodruff; SophoJuniors were Sandra Toon,
mores: Vava Finch; Juniors: Lou Roger
Tibbs. Judy Oliver, Fairra
Ella Ray, Bonnie Weaks Ja Finch,
Janice Walker, Linda
'
i
Margaret Powell, Carolyn Colley:i
Cardwell, Cynthia Young, Diane
Seniors: Jerry Rucker, John Bur-' Gore,
Charlotte
Clark, Susan
row, Carroll Schrader, Larry Hogg,
Patricia Lowe, Marvin
Wade. Joan Bondurant, Janice Tynes
and Defayne Rogers, and
qarris and Joan Fuller.
Seniors, Jerry Mac Wealcs, Ginger
Rogers,
Margaret Ruth Jones,
Stud,,nta; named on the honor
roll were Nancy Cunningham, Patricia Roney, Carol Williams, Jo
Matthew
s,
Eddie Ellis, Mike WilLinda Holland, Dicky Winter,
Aletha Tegethoff, Delores Stun- liams, Mike Faulkner and Lee
son. Jack Simpson, Kay Whitlock. Cantrell.
Gene Neely, Shirley Flowers,
Brenda Archer. Carol Dickson, OMeel",-"=ler•See rewires-lee•-•••••••-e...e.
Linda Nanney, Susan Burrow and
Velma Jean Carmile, freshmen;
June Vincent, Marian Walker,
Sandra Speed, Guy Ann Hollie,
FOR SALE: Three Bedroom
Charles Colley, Brenda Bennett,
gcldie Hicks, Larry Alextnder, house on 3.8 acres; carport, hardTohn Crass, Bobby Hall, Betty wood floors, built-in cabinets,
Wolfe. Lanette Baldwin, Brenda floor furnace, located three miles
Carson. Pat Connell, Betty Mal- from Fulton on Highway 45N.
lory, sophomores; Janice Kelly Bob Williams, Phone FL 5-2604.
Clarence Stunson, Delores DavidFOR RENT: Floor sanding mason, Maxine Lewis, Billy Gene
chine and electric floor 'usher
Daughterty, Sandra Pollsgrove,
electric vacu,•-vs wan:rs. ExSandra Cashon, Judy Hendon, and
change Furniture Cr
.
Janice Smith, Diane Clements,
Clayburn Peeples, Steve Schwerdt,
TV ANTENNAS: We install —
•David Powell, Danny McGuire, Trade-repair
and move. Get our
Patrick Hyland, Jackie Graves, prices.
We se; vice all makes TV.
James Faulkner, Susanne Rogers, Phone
307. Roper Television.
Anna Hardy, Suzie Easterwood,
Carolyn Volley and Douglas Bla- 'DO YOU HAVE an old car
lock, juniors.
(1935 or older) stored in your
•
barn or around your place? ReHarold Arnold. Linda Alexan- gardless of
its condition, it can be
der, Jane Greer, Patricia Patten, sold for
cash if it can be made to
Juanita Morris. James Snead, run. If you
have,an old car or
Joyce Bell. Judy Bizzell, Gene know someone
who has, phone the
Hardy, Yvonne Lawson, Ann News office
for further informaSamples, Wanda Batts, Sylvia tion.
Vick, Connie
Rogers, Linda
SOUTHERN AI''WAYS
Thorpe, Linda Bailey, and Greg
phone (UC)
Turner 5-9121
St. John, Seniors.
Daily Schedule
DC-3 service from Union City
Students on the merit roll are
Ta Memphis
Lv 9:44 p. m.
James C-ormt-r; Judy Adams, Craig To Nashville
Lv 2:19 p. m.
Simmrell, Donnie Parr, Helen
MAN OR WOMAN. Earn $35 or
Fite, freshmen; Beverly Cummore a week in spare time, sup.
plying demand for well-known
products in Fulton. One full time
opening. Write Rawleigh Company. Dept. KYL-1071-1107 Freeport, Illinois.

CHRISTMAS

SeMINIM=MMEO IMINIOMMINM.1=4
,

DON'T MOVE WITHOUT
CALLING COLLEc1

555 FULTON. KY.
CHapel 7-1833
MAYFIELD, KY.

SOMETHING SPECIAL
WITH

CLASSIFIED ADS

ADMIRAL or RCA COLOR TV

TRA661ER CO. I

Flowers and Halts-lark Cards
for all occasions
Invitations, place cards, birth
announcements.
Goren's bridge accessories and
playing cards.
RYTEX STATIONERY
Colored glassware, brass and
gifts.
Arrangements of assorted
permanent flowers.
SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
Pho. 20-J Nite & Sun. 20-R or
1763.

Enjoy The Biggest, Brightest Color
Pictures Ever!
And With Exclusive Triple Warranty
PAY AS LITTLE AS $5.60 A WEEK

WOOD & PRUITT TV
Walnut Street

Fulton

FOR
HER..
SPECIAL
GIFTS!
See Complete selection of Corning and
Pyrex Ware at your Y & Hardware Store.

Dewey Johnson
All types of Insurance

EASY
TERMS!,

HURRY!SAVE during

Sea& GoldenAluts,SIM
& FURNITURE CO.

208 IK=.1 ST.

MAKE THIS

• GILLUM

Full or twin size. Deep, resilient coils. Sag-free borders. Smart, durable cover.
Matching box spring $39.95

No Buttons
No Bumps
No Lumps

When you overload an engine, it
breaks down; when you overwork
machinery, it goes to pieces; remember that man is much like a
machine.

rwst•
r
&
2-Blazing Star
& Action 11-1-T-S!
James Stewart
"THE FAR
COUNTRY"
—and—
Alan I.add
1sKATCIIEWAN"
(114).
.h in (OLOR)
Starts SUNDAY!
Bing Crosby
Danny Kaye - In
if 1.411•Nt As'
WIIITF
In TECHNICOLOR!

PHONE 1
e•-•

.,••

BIG BlifY IN
Le•NE TABLE MODEL
STRIKING EBONY
FINISH... G -E
FINEST PICTURE
EVER!

SAVE! GET our
PACKAGE DEAL
"Covert n0 everything"

42? Lake StFulton, Ky.

TULIP CASSEROLE

Delux• combination-15" Roaster
with rack, 16" Broil and Serve
Plotter and handsome cradle to fit
both. Sparkling white and washes
clean cm,
/ time.

2-qt. round dish with clear cover.
Dainty gold decoration •nhancits
I,. beauty. Gleaming brass mount.
Cook and serve in it with pride.
And, its so easy to clean.

Phone 408

NIT

3.95
Early American DISH
11
/
2-quart casserole in a striking
design that's at home in any setting. Casserole rests in rich beau
mount. Keeps flavors fresh—comes
dressed for dinner!

CUTLERY

When It's

Real Fstate in Fulton
-- see -CHARLES W. BURROW
309 Walnut

CORNING

Phone 81
A

7artn Loans
Ccrnyrntionat 1.4ans
FHA Loans
I —The very best selection of real
estate for sale at all tunes!

Hospital beds
Baby beds
Vacuum Cleaners
Floor polishers

31.95

29.95

A 14.95
a 2.96
(A, 6-PC. CUTLERY SET
Stainless Vanadium' steel serrated
blades and Pokkawood handles for
strery cutting need In gift boo

WE RENT - - -

(31 2-PC. CARVING SET
Finest stainless Vanadium with life- ,
time Poiskowood handr-grip bundles.
Hollow-ground blade. Parfet! gift

WADE FURN. CO.
Phone 103

ONLY!

3.95

CORNING Roaster,
Platter, Cradle SET

Fulton, Ky.

DOMINION\

B 14.88

23.90

(A) TOAST-R-OVEN

(C) Elec. PERCOLATOR

Toasts anything — bakes lik•
an oven too. Greet for English
ra,P ns, hors d'oeuvres. Oven
gu'de Select 200 to 500'
temperature for baking

Corning Ware beauty with automatic convenience. Makes
10 cups of perfect coffee
•verytime, "first-cup" freshness stays piping hot.

(131 OVEN -BROILER

(D) PEEK-A-BREW

Bake, roast, broil or toast.
Automatic controlledheat Full
rann• heat control Buffet
table styli, g Compno 15 •
13 x 6" sire

Deluxe stainless steel coffeemaker for pcol, F.onr every.
time. Built-in gouge t•lls how
rnuch coffee's left. Oval design. 3 to 10 cups.

For The
portable 6 TRANSISTOR

BEST

'
,139.95
EASY TFRMS
$8.50 PER MO.

and

te1720XE8

•
,...===i111:321311181111111111111

•Front Controls... easy to see and use.
•Jack ... for extension speaker, or as second sound source for stereo, phono, tape
recorder.
•
•Set-and-Forget tot= control. Pre-selected volume remains the same each
Gine
set b turned on.

Uses 2 penlight cells. A miniature portable that will be carried eyerywh•re.
6 quality transistors plus 1 crystal
Built-in antenna. Block polystyrene
'eases Weight only 10'2 as.

CLEANEST
USED FURNITURE
buy U at

•SPol Silhouette straight-line styEng.

Golden Ice
TUMBLERS

4.95

Handsome 4-piece set
in 12,2-oe. sire for a
variety of beverages.
Pocked in "Snow-brit."
corrugated box. A gift
that will be welcomed.
and centinuously used
all year 'round

$5.98
SNOOZE ALARM
A popular alarm for b•droom
or dorm. Wakes you up with
a sure alarm. Keeps perfect
time 3'41c31
/
4
"
3.5$
Room-Mote Alarm with lighted
dial. Accurate end dependable. White case
4.9$

WALL LITE

9.98

New lighted dial wall clock colorstyled to match your wall telephone. Bulb-lit dial lights up by
itself. Costs lust pennies a year
to operate. Snug-fitting wall design in telephone colors of
white, beige, yellow, or pink.

EXCHANGE

FULTON HARDWARE & FURNITURE CO.
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1

Furniture Company

Fulton Hardware & Furniture Co.
208 LAKE STREET

PHONE 1
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Alabamian To Resist
Segregated Schools
Jackson, Miss., Nov. 28—Alabama Gov. - elect George Wallace
says he plans to follow in the
footsteps of Mississippi Gov. Ross
Barnett to try to thwart any attempts to integrate
Alabama
schools.
Wallace, who had campaigned
to d. fy federdl authorities on desegraticm, said yesterday he plans
to ask the Alabama Legislature to
take whatever steps are necessary
to make him the State's chief defendant in any future school desegregation suit.

AVE Ph

There's Still Time

dia11414 Swiaplicsok

For further information writ,
Commandant (1)113-2), U. S. Coast
Guard, Washington 25. I). C'.. or
contact your local C '; .; • (;;rard
The Commandant, U. S. Coast recruiter.
Guard has announced that applications are now being accepted
Civil service is fine for g;
for the Coast Guard Officer Canmental employes if they will or
didate School which will convene
I. if ,•,
at Yorktown, Virginia on Fcbri:
ary 11, 1963. A subsequent eta,
for Officer Candidates, will co , vene in September 1963.
Appliezirits must be. between the
ages of 21 and 26 and hold a° Igre-'
calaureate degree from an accredited college or university at ti
time of selection for this sch,,.
Applicants who are- qualified
law or oceanography are name
arty desired.
Upon completion of 17 N\
indoctrination at the Officer C.iri(Hittite School, graduates are corn -

A THANKSGIVING PRAYER
Thanksgiving, Lord, for all the shining things
You bring to me: slow lanterns of the dawn,
The marigold sun of noon, dusk's blue, hushed wings,
More stars at night than I can stare upon.
Thanksgiving for every flower that frost will spare
From day to shortening day: chrysanthemums,
The season's last herioc rose, the flare
Of sumac ripening to the color of plum
Thanksgiving for the warmth and sudden gold
Of flames that light my hearth; the measured peace
Of snowdrifts swirling white and deep and cold
Till forests stir with crystal minstrelsies.
Thanksgiving, Lord, for every breath I breathe,
For bread and wine, the sound of rain-fall, even
For love's sweet voice that shall counsel me till death,
That every hour lifts up my heart toward heaven.
—DANIEL WHITEHEAD HICKY

THE LOVELY WORLD

.

alreh
The world is such a lovely place,
With field and stream and tree,
The sky above-the grass below,
And folks like you, and me.
•CRYSTAL CLEAR
I like to think GOd, who made • CUT,TACK,SEW Of SEAL
Each
lovely thing, and true,
•HUNDREDS OF USES
Has given them in sacred trust
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
To folks like nie, and you.
1.0 nOTIC10115
$101114
POOCH
inue001.1.8Pu,
TAO COMO
lorcto.i••15
For sometimes, in the silver night
When stars shine bright and clear,
I seem to hear Him speak to meAnd know-that He is near.
"Oh learn to live!" He whispers low.
"Forgive, and gladly share.
Then every day, this lovely world
202 Lake
Phone 28
Will grow for you more fair!"
And so, I know it's up to usTo folks like you, and me,
To keep this world the lovely place
That God would have it be!

72' 36 Sheet Clear Plastic, Nails and
Molding—everything you need to make a
• Morm window in 5 minute,.

AT_YOUR LOCAL DEALER

Plastic

STORM
WINDOW
KIT
Wen'
late.
Ilsrstat 11.111 • Vim ,
40.•••0 • Na,.,

to "CR

SN

Exchange Furn. Co.
Phone 35

,FLE*0
L_

A HUDDLESTON CO.
Main Street

SAM HOLLY'S SCRAPBOOK
Fulton County News
Box 485
Fulton, Ky.
Dear Friends:

WICK SMITH
INSURANCE

FRY'S SHOE STORE
FULTON

LAKE STREET

REAL ESTATE
231 Main St.
Ph. 62

piUMMUUMNSUMMIMMUMMMUSUUMUS4A5:U.S4USUSg.

V
V

Transparent

SIORM WINDOWS
' • STORM DOORS
lOnly 620 Lin. Ft. BEEEZEWAYS
36- will*, 10 mil. PORCH
INClOSURES
i
SHATTER/110051 LOW COST'LASTS FON TSARS!'

V

ADDRESS

Plastic

STORM

WINDOW
KIT
30” 72'
P
•C S.

III Feel

• It. • MOL010,100 •
to

yr,"

3$
Na,..

DOLLAR STORE

Phones 96, 99 Lake St.

Fulton

fte
i _TOP

Transparent
Plastis

Slaw
WINDOW
KIT

PLEASE SEND TO:
NAME

0

ADDRESS
V
V
V

With a gift card From:

HOLD IN NEAT.KTIP OUT COLD
c*******nen gists- For Storm'
emsaseineours. Porch encloser.

LEX•0•GLAS
'seGLASS.O.NET
.7)WY11-0-GLAS
CREEN•G
tiFLEX-0•PANE

tr 040 4-11
A. C. Butts & Sons Fulton Hdw.&Furn. Co.

42
1 A Off•

Phone 202 208 Lake

it

For A Gift With Gift Card Enclosed
(News will mail and pay postage)

ON

WE HAVE THE GENUIN
QUALITY
60,07
.
WINDOW
4.,
MATERIALS

E. State Line

—
G0541 POP, DON'T YOU WISN
YOUR INDEPENDENT AGENT WAS
I4ERE TO SERVE l'OU NOW ?

NAME

?earl'
---- t4S
,----,
U.'
I FL E X. , VIA

I

111101:7
1ii

FOR

Please send me
(copy) (copies )of Sam
Holly's Scrapbook at $1.00 per copy. (Check)
(Money Order) (Cash) is enclosed.

k-

501 Walnut

OFFY TWth
by WICK SMITH

Order Blank

dEAR.PLASUC
\rYSTAL

Builder's Supply, Inc.

1‘

$
1.44
0,14VP

SEMI-RIGID!

_a
kW:71r
ffit
arAu
Poo(•
1•••1 .1101%11S
• NCI. .11. rscrall• INDOw s

No Belts — No Straps --

—MARY PEACOCK

•CRYSTAL CLEAR
• CUT,TACK, SEW Of SEAL
a HUNDREDS OF USES
INDOORS & OUTDOORS
•MLL HOrsCroas
110.4
Kat.
rtvall COVICI
11110.00011
DOCI04.4111

Fulton

"CINDY"

City Drug Co.. Fulton

...w
trot/0

+1111111111111n,

•

1 The New Sensationat Invention 1
Sutherland's "MD" ?runs
No Odors

WESTERN AUTO

cs
Transparent

RUPTURE

81

YE
I
a,/ MEtho)Vii

DON'S GET UP NIGHTS
II take,. lust 39r and 1?, hours to start
feller—or your money bark at any drag
atore
When functional kidney disorder,
getting up
nights. 4ranty flow.
burning backache. leg 'tains.
altilneso
Olaf COO,-to-take Itt'KET44 4-da• treatment. Artr tact to inrre.,e and ree,0.14,
NoW
S1(1,:r
It .
4.
,1 11 11111

Comfy Slippers

•••••=1••=11M.

FLE*010....

STORM WINDOW KIT

1E/Si&

Light-footed comfort In
soft, supple leather

0..

To Make Your Own

STORM WINDOWS

gam

missioned Ensign in the U. S.
Jacob Ibis. Danish-Arnerican
Coast Guard Reserve and required philanthropist and editor, first
to serve on active duty for three proposed the Christmas Sepl way
years.
of raising funds to fight %MA ITU-

Coast Guard
Officers Now
Being Sought

FROM

Copies of Sam Holly's Scrapbook may be purchased

AVOID THE LAST-MINUTE CLEANING RUSH ... don't let
your "put-off" household cleaning take you away from the coming
'holiday enjoyment! Just let us do your linens, drapes, slipcovers, etc.
Prompt pickup and delivery telephone 130.

0

at

Palidieut

City Drug Company
Lake Street
Fulton, Ky.

LAUNDRY AND CLEANERS,INC.
218 East State Line, Fulton, Ky.

Your Christmas Gift Headquarters

Phone 1

..rin.n1
:
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:7016:TSN'PSNMIX7W8F187814
.
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•PtS7081/209ST/M917169117011610MICISFEMPIMMPSYMPSIO791716X2:7
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$20 Permanents

$15 Permanents

$12.50 Permanents

NOW

NOW

NOW

$10 Permanents

$15 125° $10
- - Three Operators to Serve you -Judy Mcllwain
Jewel Myatt
Charleen Sugg
Call 739 for Appointment

Jewel's Beauty Shop
606 Arch Street
Allilllnln111111R111111111111111111111111111MIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMEE1111111111EIMIIM1111111111111IIIIEN11111Ct:'"'"'"141111111111A113011111111711t1(1111

Fulton, Ky.
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FRACTURES HIP
LINDAJim Lowe suffered a fractured!
('ontinued from Page One)
hip in a fall at his residence ,
Tuesday. December 11. He was home much since she jointd the
taken to Western Baptist Hospital. Britling's chain. While wishing
her much success in her new venHis room number is 321.
ture the News hopes "shell be
home for Christmas."
Be Sure . .. Mail Early

GIVE...
LOVE HONOR AND

4d"DIAMOND WEDDING BANDS
I
I-'3,:' . c,t Bea.ity

DIAMOND
PENDANTS

Of Social Interest
Miss Johnson Makes Known Wedding
Plans To Delbert Douglas Wood

Marsh -ill Alexander American
Legion Pest No. 72 and the Auxiliary will meet for their annual
Christmas party on Tuesday evening, December 18 at 7:00 o'clock.
will be served
Miss Suzanne Johnson, whose engagement to Del- A potluck dinnerand
their guests.
to the members
bert Douglas Wood was recently announced, is today The
Legion will furnish the meat;
Miss
wedding.
her
for
plans
revealing the completed
those attending are requested to
Johnson is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Warren Claude bring side dishes.
Johnson of Water Valley, Kentucky. Mr. Wood is the Arrangements have beenformade
this
special entertainment
son of Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Lester Wood of Fulton, Ken- for
party. Those attending will entucky.
joy a Tinniest program featuring
a quartet composed of local talent.
The wedding will be solemnized the-reception will be Mrs. Charles
Members of the quartet will be
aunt
an
Valley,
Water
of
of
Wilson,
afternoon
the
on
o'clock
at four
Messrs. Marvin Laird; J. C. Suggs;
Saturday, the twenty second of of the bride, Mrs. Harry L. Bus- Jack Lowe and Mrs. Jean LeDecember, at the Church of Christ hart of Fulton, Kentucky, Miss -Master with Mrs. Nlavis Parker
Tenin Water Valley, Kentucky with Jacquelyh Wood of Memphis,
as accompanist. They will present
Brother John B. Hardeman of misee, and Miss Johnnie Payne of a variety of musical selections.
Obion, Tennessee officiating. An Cape Girardeau, 'Missouri, both Many hours of work go into preElizaa cappella choir from Dresden, nieces of the groom, Miss
senting a program of this type
Tennessee will present a program beth Casale of Morehead. Ken- and members of the Legion and
tucky, a cousin of the bride, Miss
of nuptial music.
Auxiliary would like to extend a
Sallie Williams of Fulton, KenMiss Johnson has chosen her tucky, niece of the groom, and special welcome to this party.
The entire family can attend
sister, "-s. Robert Brown Van Miss Linda Witherspoon of Water
Doran, of Millington, Tennessee, Valley, Kentucky; Miss Joy Lynn this affair and the children will
as her matron of honor. The Jobe of Water Valley, Mrs. John enjoy a Christmas tree after the
bridesmaids will be Miss Martha Carl Jones of Murray, Kentucky evening program. The parents are
Boyce Johns- of Dyersburg. Ten- and Mrs. Jerry Canter of Fulton, requested to bring a small gift
for each of their children that will
nessee. a former college room- Kentucky.
attend. Arrange your schedule
mate of the bride elect, Miss
now so that you will be able to
NanC'y Bushart of Fulton', Kenattend this event.
tucky, Miss Carol McNeilly of
Memphis, Tennessee, and Miss
Doris Smith of Martin, Tennessee.
Mr. Wood has selected his fath"l'hu i:Itattt (1:ffighter of Mr. an ,1
er as his best man.- The ushers Mrs. B. C. Ross. died at the Fulwill be Charles Binford, Billy Don ton Hospital Tuesday night, DeCherry and Gaylon Varden of cernber 11. Besides the parents,
Fulton, Kentucky and Robert B. C. Ross and Elizabeth Smith
Brown Van Doran, brother-in-law Ross. the infant is survived by
of the bride elect, of Millington, one brother, Jay Ross, two sisters,
•
Miss Paula Faye Campbell is
Tennessee.
Betsy and Vickie Ross, grandparFollowing the wedding cere- ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Ross of today announcing the final plans
mony Mr. and Mrs. Johnson will Carbondale. Illinois and Mr. and for her wedding to Mr. William
entertain with a reception at the Mrs. Arlie Smith of Marion, Illi- Robert Griffith, son of Mr. and
Mrs. H. P. Allen of South Fulton,
.
Fulton Country Club. Assisting at nois.
Tennessee.
111M11111E•
The wedding will be solomnized
in the afternoon of December
twenty-third at two-thirty at the
Chapel Hill Methodist Church
with the Rev. William H. Baldwin
officiating.
The lovely young bride-to-be is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Riymond Campbell of Route 2,
Fulton. She extends an invitation
to her many friends in Fulton and
South Fulton to attend the wedding and the reception which will
be held in the home of Mr. and
Mrs 11 P. Allen in South Fulton.

Infant Ross

$14.95, up

ANDREWS JEWELRY STORE
FULTON
it( I xi. AVE.
Rings ond Diamonds enlorp•d Is show 5•1011

Cfictee of )4K White or t•ilow Gold

Men's pajamas, in solids and prints tin rn Ti
L.31J
in all sizes

rair
Women's Soft Leather

Men's White Dress Shirts in assorted collar styles

SLIPPERS _ $2.99

Only $2.19 Each

.Soft, pliable leather scuffs
and slipper., in black, navy
and light blue. Crepe rubber
soles. Sizes 4-10.

Women's Man Tailored Pajamas

2.98 pr.

Floral prints and solid colors. Coat styles made of
good quality broadcloth. Sizes 32-40.

$3.99

Women's sheer Robes and Dusters
sz f•C C

TTL We SIC SU AC'

%g

White

DRESS SHIRTS
'I lirift Priced!

$2.99 --

Shadow Panel Half Slip and Panty Set
A Special Christmas value at only $1.98
Made of smooth quality acetate tricot with nylon
lace and pleating hem.Small, medium and large sizes:
gift boxed.
!*:%CU fag rag fit WU%tfolf*M na:r+Ln

%NM A151!UMW gir

ling sleeve

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.99 $2.99 $3.99
Mars Flow,
thriftY
prices; Wonderful gifts!

$1.99

Women's Gift Slippers, Your Choice
-

So warm, so comfortable, so attractive. Your choice of
many popular styles in patterns, quilted slippers or
hard-soled felt. Sizes 4 to 10.

GIFT TIES

Four-in-hand and ready -tied

:it'1.11i,!*CIGM:140=4:r4geC.": .'*:.."*C545.11LIZAICAMM MACtitWed

,-lip-on styles.

$1.00

Double Bed Size Electric Blankets

$14.88
IN'arm cotton suede cloth

One of the nicest gifts in Santa's pack. Fully automatic,
single control, machine washable, fully guaranteed
against moth damage. Satisfaction guaranteed
or a new one free.
:g5.,,,:5.sgmsge..05.5.5.meemardae5.al5.mAc

GIFT ROBES

Miss Karen Sue Dublin of Fulton, became the bride of Paul Edward Ruzinsky of Warren, Michigan in a simple ceremony solemnized Monday, November 12, in
Brockport, Illinois.
The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Craddock of
Fulton. She is a former employee
of the Fulton County News and
.a graduate of Fulton High School
in the class of 1981.
Mr. Ruzinsky is a Specialist 4
in the 101st Airborne Division of
the U. S. Army and is presently
stationed at Fort Campbell, Kentucky. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Steven Ruzinsky of Warren,
Michigan.
The only attendants were Miss
Marlene Mitterer, a student at
Murray State College. and PFC
Larry Cunningham, Fort Campbell.
Mrs. Ruzinsky is presently making her home in Warren. Michigan
with the groom's parents.

Remain Open To
Assist Patrons
Joe Treas, Fulton Postmaster,
announced today that the parcel
windows at the Post office will
remain open until 3: p. m. Saturday afternoon for the next two
weeks, and will remain open until 5: p. m. daily all next week.
The extra-late closing schedule
will be maintained for the convenience of those wishing to mail
packages and purchase stamps.

sow, ,••
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FOR MANY ON YOUR UST,

$2.98

SUNSET STRIP
AMAZING

2-

Andrews Jewelry Co.
LAKE STREET

FULTON, KY.
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HERE'S THE ANSWER-

THE FINEST
BOX OF
CHOCOLATES
IN THE
WORLD

It wouldn't
be Christmas
without...

Le
CHOCOLATES
1 - LB.
2 - LBS
3 - LBS. -

$2.00
$4.00
$6.00

TOILETRIES--

•-\

Assorted
Chocolates
I lb. $1.50
2 lb. 2.95
3 lb. 4.26
6 lb. 13.98

Chantilly
Tussy
Houbigant
Mario Barker
Lanvin
Max Factor
Ciro
Old Spicc
King's Men
My Sin
Seaforth
Yardley
Faberge
Shulton
Revlon
Corday
Dana
Coty
Chanel
Rubinstein
White Shoulders
CAMERAS

Ch0OSe the "always welcome" gift...
Stayer Candle'.
fresh
Your choice of many asSortmente.

BIBLE'S

TIMEX WATCIIES

- with tropical aquarium. UNBELIEVABLE!
Just pour in water -they HATCH RIGHT BEFORE OUR EYES.

$2.98

by code,
$7.95
• V" I

MEN'S PAJAMAS

U.
bac
yea
has
of
180
sea
bri
to
per
wh.
at
ing
"
All
sch

?Wing-REX

Sanforized broadcloth,
piece coat style. Only

Co
Hi:
aid
at
sist

HEAL, LIVE, INSTANT FISH!

Shawl collar style with self
belt. 5, l. L, XL.

$3.98

P.

Paiilq Campbell
Makes Knnwn Her
Wed d na Plans

Karen Dublin,
Paul Ruzinskv
Wed In Michigan

Special Purchase Just In Time For Christmas!

Men's

Legion To Join
Auxiliary For
Holiday Party

309 Commercial - Fulton
-Phone 398-

City Drug Co.
408 Lake Street

Phone 70, 428
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SPORTS
WHIRL
By
Lynn Williamson
Last Saturday afternoon Johnny
Covington, a senior at Fulton
High, signed a four year grant-inaid to the University of Tennessee
at Knoxville. Mr. John Mauer, assistant football coach represented
U. T.
Covington has played quarterback for the Bulldogs for three
years, and during his career he
has set a record for the number
of passes completed. This six-one,
180 pounder concluded this past
season with 27 completed passes,
bringing his total for three years
to 53. Because of his outstanding
performance for the Bulldogs,
who suffered only one defeat—
a two point loss to Murray, Covington was selected on the all
WKC team this fall, and on the
All State Third team for Class A
schools.
Johnny, an all-around athlete,
is also a member of the Fulton
High basketball squad, and was
one of the starting five on the
FHS team that won the First
Region Championship last year.
On the scoreboard last Friday
night South Fulton came through
with two easy victories. The
Devilettes, after a rather slow first
quarter, took command as they
downed Tiptonville 46-35. Pat
Lowe led the girls by scoring 24
points. The Red Devils outscored
the opposing Tiptonville quintet
by a 61-35 win. This was the third
straight victory for the South
Fulton boys. Gary Isbell, Clayborn Peeples, and Gene Hardy
each scored 11 points.

The CHARM
ORH2-(2 Series

Dra-

Powerful Pockette! Gift-boxed

matic

With Complete accessories.
RCA Victor "Powerloft"

performance. Easy Direct-Drive
Tuning.

only $19.95
Leader Sporting Goods
Lake St.

Fulion

Also on Friday night the mighty
Fulton City five led at every
quarter's end to defeat their close
rival Fulton County. After the
first few tense moments the Bulldogs outscored the Pilots 77-41.
Kenneth Allen poured in 28 points,
to lead the scoring for the Bulldogs, while Don Burnette and
Johnny Covington each chalked
20 points.
On Saturday night South Fulton
split a double-header with Martin.
The Devilettes won a nip and
tuck game 52-51, while the Devils
fell to the powerful Martin Panthers 62-56. Bonnie Weeks for the
girls and Clayburn Peeples for
the-boys set the scoring paces
with 23 points each.
Next Friday night Fulton City
travels to Carlisle County for a
First District clash. At the same
time the South Fulton Devilettes
and Red Devils will be playing
hosts to Sharon. Then on Saturday night promising to be a cage
fan's delight Dresden, after winning 26 games in 61-62 season,
will invade the FHS court for the
Bulldogs second home game.
On Tuesday night the South
Fulton Devilettes won over the
Greenfield Yellowjackets 41-36. In
the boys' game Greenfield took a
first-half lead and never surrendered it as they topped the Devils
64-48. Gene Hardy was top scorer
for the Devils with 45 points.

FERRY-MORSE-(Continued from page one)
Patrick who will now help in the
Mail Order Dept. and type invoices for Shop Orders.
Also to Sue Hurt, Indicator,
who returned to work October 31
after being hospitalized for two
HOT BOWLER—on October 10
was Bob Glisson, Manager, Branch
Plant Operations. He shot up to a
202 average for the 3 games from
135 - WOW!
IN FULL SWING — is the
Packet Order Dept. which started
back on October 22.
NEWCOMER—is Judy Hobbs,
Checker in Shop Order. Welcome
to FM Fulton!
CONTEST WINNER — in the
Twin City Flag contest was Glenn
Veneklasen, Office Manager ,as
one of the flag designers along
with a lady resident of the area.
Their entry was submitted by the
Terry-Norman PTA. It is a design
of red, white, blue and gold divided into 3 sections with a symbol woven into the white section.
Red and blue represents the
schools in Kentucky and Tennessee. Railroads and industries were
depicted encircled with wreaths
of grain symbolizing the vast
farming areas .surrounding the
Twin Cities. The circle means
unity in all efforts.
VISITORS—were Charles Turner from Mountain View. He is
brand new with the FM Marketing Division and came to see our
Fulton operations. Slightly later,
following Chuck's visit was Wayne
Shaffer, Mountain View Opera-

SaCrideitibriPICIPKOKEICACONACIICSICIKVICilfinfilltintintilEMEINIKEICIN
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00

00
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OUR CHRISTMAS GIFT TO YOU

tions Manager.

tucky.

TRIPS—for Betty Lou Thomas,
Sales Dept. and husband. They
spent a weekend in Lexington,
Kentucky attending the races at
Keeneland and the Kentucky—
L. S. U. football game.
Mattie Lou Cook, Accounting,
spent a week of her vacation visiting relatives in Louisville, Ken-

CONVALESCING — is Nellie
Childers'(Packet Filling) husband
who is now home from Jones
Hospital and is doing o. k.
STORK NEWS—announces Robert Joseph Hobbs' birth on October
10, the first child to Jerry Hobbs,
Reconditioning and wife.
CUBAN REFUGEE — is Jose

Otano, Reconditioning Dept. and
family who arrived in Fulton the
latter part of October. Jose, who
is a large man, 6'2", was a successful insurance agent in Havana. He and his wife, Regina
and two children, Martha and
Tony left Cuba because he wanted his wife and children to live
as a family and get away from

oppression and dictatorship of the des-Benz car, $10,000 in
offict
Castro government.
equipment and their valuable pos
sessions were all confiscated
The Otanos are nore under a
the Cuban government, never t.
combined program of the State
be returned.
Dept. and the Church World Service. They are being sponsored by
Jose has had 4 years of collo
the First Baptist Church of Ful- mercial science and is also an
ac
ton. When the Otanis left Cuba, countant. -His wife is a
typist. H,
they were allowed only 66 pounds is doing general work in the
Re
of luggage A fine home, Mercy- conditioning Dept.
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ALP Money-paving COUP075C-LEy

FREE
4 Oz. Can Of Ann Page

%dulls Onh —One l'..r 1',

A&P FOOD STORES

With

This Coupon and Any Purchase
g. (Except Wine, Beer and
Cigarettes)

• PAMMTJINT:NT-....V.,,.:7,5110.1TIMPS76MTAXM07.17.7::

COME SEE... YOU'LL SAVE AT Ai&

SUPER RIGHT QUALITY

Whole Loins
Rib Half Loin
Loin Half
Pork Chops="'

PORK LOIN ROAST
(LEO: Lb 459
35:

45c
43c
53c
Lb. 59c

Lb.

RIB END
7-RIB CUT

Lb.

Lb.

1,4-rekbruACAVP.A1VAIC-tfigi
AMERICA'S FAVORITE—OVER 273 FRUIT AND NUTS

'-

Jane Parker FRUIT CAKES
11, -Lo. 149
99
Light

3 295 5Light%)
Lb.

Light

CUT UP LB.

I

$2.98

Sliced Bacon Sole!

ALL GOOD

$4.98

Christmas Candies

FRYERS26

THE MONTH OF DECEMBER

SULTANA

if 212 CHURCH STREET
V

PHONE 909

SUPER RIGHT

1.Lb
Pkg 49c

Fancy Thin
Sliced

3 NO. 2 1-2 CANS

Pkg.
Lb. 89°

ii

Worthrnore.

Pbg

Tallgrritsr•

ESH FLORIDA

r

!scuffs
DEL MONTE

6 47,

Lc.71.ord's or Pillsbury
OVEN-READY

CANS

TRY PILLSBURY ROLLS AND COOKIES
AT OUR DAIRY CASE

OF 10

SUNNYBROOK Grade'A'Lg.Eggs

Peas
21:.`;fze., 29c Facial Tissue
2 t 25C Apple Pie
Corn Cream orStyle
Fruit Cocktail 286'Llf°:,29': Cheese Foo
d
2 Cans
Pineapple En
Blue Cheer
63
Ivory Liquid
63
Joy Liquid
33
570 Oxydol
Tooth Paste
,,„;
Tooth Paste
Dash
Dental Cream
Lux Liquid 35c 66-0ta. 63t
Garden

Doz. 49c
Pkgs.

5

Hudson
Golden
(Save 24c) Shocase

Early

990
390
690

Of
400

Cans

White

Jane
Parker

Golden

Cans

16c
( Save)Each

Ched-O-Bit
American
Or Pimento

Save
lOc)

2

Lb.
Loaf

BIG TOP

Large

PEANUT
BUTTER

6-0z.

Bottle
1-Pint
6-0z.

FLUORIDE (12c OFF DEAL)

a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a
a

DECORATED

Bottle

5-Oz.

With

Large

GLASS

1-Lb. -1-0z.

TUMBLER

Bleach

FLUORIDE (SPECIAL PACK)

Box

:
3 15 R9
0

Deal &Tubes

V

fr-Oz

Giant

3-Lb. 21.2-Oz. 78(

Detergent

DUNCAN HINES

Deluxe
CAKE
MIXES
ALL VARIETIES
181
/
2-0z. Pkg.

37C

Lac
7

12-0s.

Lb

37c

Bot.

GOLD MEDAL
NIN GIVE A NATIONALLY ADVERTISED

FLOUR

53c
5
PLAIN

Lb

$

r\I Helbros Watch Only

SELF RISING
lb

5c

BLUE BONNET
WHIPPED

Margarine

I-Lb 32,
6
IL Sticks
I Ctn

.

Plus Tax
9
5 isnA
39Anag
dsp

/4
fic

Cash
Register
Tapes

;A

FOR CHRISTMAS

t,110%,:;;N:.N7i
;70,0
1
1
1 57
;
. .7$

M 7.0; VD-AO70-7;

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU SATURDAY. DECEMBER 15

Bag

Bog

Margarine

10-0z.4

1-Pint

Tube0

IMPERIAL

FULTON PAINT & GLASS
COMPANY

Pk g

WrapWarwick

COLGATE

WE CUT MIRRORS TO ANY SIZE!

GIVE A GIFT THE WHOLE
FAMILY CAN ENJOY!

2 75c

Chocolates
4 1"
Thick Sliced
120x 439c FRUIT COCKTAIL. . .95c
Thin Mints 7:
Box
J
2
Worthmore l4-Oz
Hard Candy RoyalLuster
s
JUICY FLORIDA
35„ Tange7mes
Lb. 49c
Filled Candy
Oranges 8 Bag
CHELON RED DELICIOUS
Stokelys Ketchup (>2. 2k C!.:cuarir.:,ors 3 For 19° Apples 12 69c

Box

FREE INSTALLATION DURING

Pkg.

1-Pt.

—Featuring Kellena's Hats—
Main
St.
Fulton
V
ginOMISISRO71/1.7071,071/17111710760nOnnOnOnORI7OltinellONSU6i70311110XIX1707G,

MIRRORS
DOOR OR MANTLE

1-Lb.

Box

FULTON FABRIC SHOP

CHRISTMAS
SPECIAL

,
9_

Lb

1-Lb. 4 1 1-0z 320

V Ps7S7ONS1117•70/11170107670
(66(dgeiregibBIBIKEIBIUSIME6
PILLBOX - CLOCHE - TURBANS - FAKE FURS
V
. . also a nice selection of beautiful Holiday fabrics and
V
Costume Jewelry
V
V
V

Lb

WHOLE
LB.

30c

Cans

CLEARANCE WINTER MILLINERY
ft
V
VALUES to $6.98 VALUES to $12.98
V Mc 3.-17076174117S7C1nrns7VP:Pg
:ntsksgeggicsafmektaimark
!

BLACK PEPPE

With This Coupon and Any Purchase (Except Beer, Wine or Cigarettes)
Coupon Good Thru Saturday, Dec. 15th.

BLACK PEPPER

0
it

4-oz. CAN ANN PAGE PURE

FREE

THE GREAT ATLANTIC & PACIFIC TEA COMPANY, INC.

TOod Stores
AIIMPIKA'S DIPENDABLI FOOD MERCHANT SINCE 11159
GIVE FOOD FOR CHRISTMAS A&P GIFT CERTIFICATE

White Cloud
Tissue

Beechnut
Baby Food
,tra
,i ,ino:763,

6 lars

Tide
Dctergent

fi

'11(lz

32`

ra
ye•
ch:
loss
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We'll Pay You CASH
For Trading NOW
ZANY

TRLIV5

13Z-1
110

sk Fot•••

Collect

HEAVEN HILL

.

GREEN LABEL

ri7.777FTRA

tk

kowt4wef

$A 55

65

on
Your Trade-in
and/or Cash
Payments
At Once!

PAUL NAILLING

a
P

am LIQUOR

CITY COAL CO.

P

VISIT
BUCK'S

PRICES CUT
ON SOUTHERN STATES

BATTERIES
TOP QUALITY DRY-CHARGED BATTERIES
WITH 24- MONTH PRO-RATA GUARANTEE

6 -VOLT MU-PAR 1
.. Reg. 513.75: Fits most
models thru 1955 except
Ford and Mercury

HOLIDAY
BEVERAGES

50
.1 • —

I.•

Mercury through 1955
•

N

COMPLETE STOCKS
At All Times Of Your Favorite Brands Of

5

12-VOTE DRI-PAK
Reg. S18.50. Fits most
models thru 1961 except
Ford and Mercury

COLD WINES

WHISKIES

GINS

RUMS

IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC BRANDS

ASSORTED BRANDS AT CASE PRICES

12-VOTE DRI-PAK

15

Reg. $19.20. Fits Ford

9

•

and Mercury through 1961

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
['hunt 1'0

a

For Your

6- VOLT DRI-PAK
Reg. 513.90; Cis Ford and

P
P
P

S Fijlton

Ail Contra! Aye,

YOUR SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE SERVICE AGENCY

SUPPLIES
MIXES
CUPS
mwmmossumm
immmammum
ammmummummuusgumuumovutumme
ALSO REAL HICKORY SMOKED COUNTRY HAMS
mssmummasuggiesmesammummwummwommumssmmiximuwwiesmam

PLENTY OF FREE PARKING RIGHT AT OUR
FRONT DOOR!Prompt,courteous service. Let us
BUCK BUSHART, Owner
Serve you!

DRIVEIN LIQUOR STORE
FOURTH AND DEPOT STREETS --FULTON
ALSO THE HOME OF THE FULTON DISTRIBUTING COMPANY, distributors (to retailers only) of the following brands of beer:
(Premium): Schlitz, — Miller's;(Regular): Sterling, — Stag, Export Malt Liquor.
Nowniummximmonnummmmmmmmn n;swam m mm mm mmommmlommmismmmmmmiemmmuummmmmmmemmmmommmommummmiummimmm

P

Adults should have chest XBoosting the home town does
rays every year or every other help it develop, and sometimes,
year. They often uncover other works up comn--.1,1able
civic
chest ailments as well as tubercu- pride.
lost&

se ewe ... man mete

'

Be Sure .. .
Early
Shop And Mail Early

MOTOR04.A

, Complete Stereo,
Entertainment Center
Motorola Portable Stereo All for only
50 Westerfield LP Records $149.95
Model S°43 cabinet
with scuff resistant
Custom Roll-About Stand covered
Golden Brown fabric.
MOTOROLA
PORTABLE STEREO
• Two speaker systems
•Dual channel amplifier
•Separate tone and
volume controls
• Automatic record changer

7.1

.1)
DRY CLEAFIrr,

• a.

V.

-At&'•‘ s'

•

HAPPY'S

ft

Tragedy Stril-esFormer
Water Valley Resident

Jay Willoughby has been named
to succeed John Cauble as general manager of the Stephen
Foster drama in Bardstown. He
will also sing the lead role in the
popular drama as he has in the
past three years. Willoughby will
return to Bardstown on January
1 after studying opera in Rome.
Italy on a Fulbright scholarship.
Ar•

—MIMS!

TROUBLE?

Jimmy. lisitehel and wife were
killed instantly at their home in I41
Arkansas when a TV antenna on l l
which they were working, top- up
pled and touched a live wire,
electrocuting both of them.
v
Hatchet, son of Wilford Hatchel.. V
former Water Valley resident, is a V
nephew (if P. L. Pillow of Water g
Valley and Miss Grace Stephens V
of Cincinnati. Besides the parents.
V
they are survived by three 'chi!.
dren. His parents now live in
Madisonville where funeral ser- V
vices were held Saturday, December S.

—DEATHS
James W. Johnson

James William Johnson, 82, retired farmer of the Wingo community died at 4:30 a. m. on Saturday. December 8. at the McAlister Rest Home sifter a lengt, •
Patio
Recreation Room
illness.
He was born latuary 13. Is
in Graves County,..he son of IL
late I. T. and I-1 nnah Russell,
Johnson.
Wick Smith Agency
Survivors induct( a son. Leon
24 Hour Service
Fulton
Phone 450
Johnson of Lotu
Phone 62 — Nights 160
and seven i
---•••••ow grandchildren. Renuall Allen of
Union City, William Allen of
Wingo,
Mrs. James McClure,
Pilot Oak, Royce Allen of Northville, Mich., Mrs. James Bichard.!
Dixon, Illinois. Mrs. Billy Nelms.
Fulton and Ronald Johnson of ;
Louisville. Fifteen great grs.nd-!
children and a sister, Mrs. Da.,
Lamb of Mayfield also survive.
He was a member of the Bswou
de Chien Cumberl..nd Presbyter- I
lag' Church. His wife. Mrs. Mae '
McAlister Johnson, died in
4
and four children also prece
him in death.
Services were held Sunday.
RIR, OCCASIONAL
GIVE A ROOMFUL of
IIYI Tilt 111111 OP
December 9, at the llornbeak
PIECES. and (Roo*
tarlatan
cctrwr • .. Choose
choose
eral Home Chapel with Rev. Psi''
from a moot "piny"
bedroom, dining
Boyd officiating. Interment was
beautify! chalet ...
yet practical group
Camp Beauregard cemetery.
room and IlvIng
sofas ... sleep sofas
on OUf "alit. of
room groups. Save
. . all walling for
to
you bore.

G•
bine Itt forthe

s

,4W.*

•
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tiquira

SEE HAPPY FOR

Gift Liquors In Beautiful Decanter Bcti?zs
Give Something To Share - - Visit Happy's
:•StrancTSSISTS•rannf.InStarMitraTantraPillsaillt:TSIIS•Sys.:Sr

.str,.;••,:nri;;•:sr•m.•..s.,

GIFT SIZES

• -

CHRISTMAS WRAPPED
Special Invitation to Ladies

HAPPY'S LIQUOR ETC I F.
COMMERCIAL AVENUE (Formerly known
as
— Fulton, Ky. —

-h St.)

47PPRIMINRTAXISTINSPRTSTSPLEISPNMT"'""7•7
,
75,0;T:7:;573:71VAINNT.:710:1•:".7

FOR DAD
Genuine Durahide Gloves
Shirts
Handkerchief & key chain sets -Sox. 2, 3, and 4 pairs sets
Fruit of the Loom handkerchiefs, 8 for
Sweat shirts

FOR MOM
Shadow panel cotton Slips
Flannel gowns _ _
Blouses
Feather hats
Christmas corsages, 2 for
Handbags

Mrs. J. H. Holmes

e.`

•

•

7NGS
uR

HAPPY DAY LAUNTIETTE

We can't keep you out of It
but with one of our Low-Cost,
three payment plan
AUTOMOBILE POLICIES.
We can be at your side Immediately.
Our Adjuster Carries His
Check Book!

WADE TELEVISION
Lake Street
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Services were held Wednesday, Queen. Previously, she was chosen Mr. and Mrs. Earl Theme..
December 12 for Bobby Glen Witt, Obion County's most outstanding
infant son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. 4-H girl. She is-tlie daughter of Support "Dollars For Scholars"
Witt at the Jackson Funeral
Home. Bro. Harold Neal officiated
London—Death from lung canJoe C. Powell, 61, well known and burial was in Oak Grove
cer in Englishnien between 65 Union City
businessman, died at Cemetery.
and 74 has doubled since 1950. a the Henry
County Hospital in
report published by the Statistical Paris, Sunday,
Survivors include his parents.
December 9. folReview of England and Wales re- lowing a short
illness. For the past three sisters, Mrs. Charles Gore,
veals.
17 years, he has op.rated the Joe Colorado Springs, Colorado: Glenda Sue Witt and Peggy Lynn Will
Fr-M 74 on up, the rate was C. Powell Lime and Coal Con- at home;
and material grandpany
in
Union
City
and
South father,
tripled.
•
Carl Tibbs, Rt. 3, Fulton.
Fulton.
dig
Deaths from coronary heart diHis survivors include his wilt.:
serse in persons 25 to 44 doubled Mrs. Carlene Moody
Powell. a
8 LBS. FOR $1.50 AT THE
between 1950 and 1960.
daughter, Mrs. tioger C. LoncteANOTHER HONOR
aux, Union Cay, a grandson,
The report paid the population
Linda Thorpe, a South
Fulton
David P. Powell, Mansfield, Mass.,
of England and Wales had increasHigh School senior. is
four grand -daughters; three sised by 369,000 from mid 1959 to
more honors than she cangetting
keep ,
ters, Mrs. Ruth P. Hudson,-Mrs.
mid-1960. The entire population of
track of, Recently Linda
Open 24 hrs.
was
Evelyn Powers, Mrs. Donald D.
ni on Duty
Great Britain and Ireland was set
crowned Obion County
Livestock
Brewer of Washington. D. C., and
at 55,217,000.
a brother, Wilson E. Powell, Jr.-of
Boca Raton, Florida. A son, Joe 55
Prather Powell preceded him in V
Manager - Ado?
death.
Services were held Wednesday, V
December 12 at the White-RanaltrigIV V 11411'
• • • •
son Funeral Home in Union City.
egidaq
g...._
41111164,i,
010
Interment was in Obion County
irp.
INVEIV se
3.
j 4
Memorial Gardena.
f

CUSTOM
DESIGN
ROLL-ABOUT CART
with record storage
and easy-rolling
r casters

COME IN TODAY!

Living Room I

Page 9
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See this remarkable value plus a complete line
of
other Motorola Stereo Portables—feature packed
for
the finest in home entertainment and backed by famou
s
Motorola reliability.
ENJOY STEREO MUSIC IN ANY ROOM
IP ri

Bobby Glen Will

4

50
QUAIITY LP STEREO
RECORDS
Over 25 hours
of superb
musical
entertainment

Poll

Cancer Deaths
Joe C.,Powell,
Up In England, Owner Of Lime
Reports Reveals Company Dies

Mrs. J. H. Holm, a forme!
Fulton resident and dater of Mr
Joe Crafton of Fulton, di. .
Monday. December 3 in Mcmhh.
She was 86 years old
Mrs. Sam Jones an Mrs. Jame
Carter of Fulton are nieces of IL
deceased.
Funeral service, were held
Tuesday, December 4 at Memist
phis. Attending from Fulton were:1
Mrs. .To Crafton, 7\1r. and Mrs.
James Carter, Mr. ..tid Mrs. Sam
Jones, Harry Gord, Mr. and
Mrs. George Gorden, Mr. and
Mrs. 0. C. Burton of Wingo, and
Mr. and Mrs. L. W Burton of
Water Valley.

MAKE THIS STORE YOUR GIFT
HEADQUARTERS...COME IN SOON
See the selection of home gifts
that have been assembled for
you from all over the world.
Have fun choosing the right gift
for every name on your list. Invitingly priced

Bradley Coplen
•

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE CO.
Church Street
Fulton

DELIVERY
GUARANTEED
IN TIME FOR
CHMSTMAS
NJ/ •

Bradley Coplen. retired Graves
County farmer, died at his home
on Tuesday, December 11 following a lengthy illness.
Mr. Coplen, 91, was born in
Graves County, Kentucky March
1, 1871.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs
Mary Alice Coplen; two step-sons,
John W. Rhodes of Detroit, Cecil
Rhodes of Farmington: a stepdaughter, Mrs. Margaret West of
Water Valley.
Services will be held Thursday,
December 13 at Mt. Olive Methodist Church near Pryorsburg. Bro.
Fred Alexander of Benton and
Bro. D. H. Tucker of Pryorsburg
will be the officiating ministers.
Interment will be in the church
cemetery. He was a mentber of
the Mt. Olive Methodist Church.

, FOR SIS
Corduroy slim Jims, sizes 3-6x
Bobby sox, 2, 3, and 4 pair
Dolls
Diaper bag sets
$3 bathrobe & pajama set, per piece
Record racks

FOR BROTHER
Pajamas
Sweat Shirts
Cars, 2 and 3 for
Machine guns
Bow tie and sox set
Briefs,3 and 4 pair for

FOR THE HOME
Ash tray stands
Chrome top cake saver sets
Planters
Bibles
Magazine racks
Lined plastic drapes

I DOLLAR
I. STORE

AND
LAKE STREET

FULTON , KY.

•

1962
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Mrs. I.. T. Calcht.ell •

BRING A GIFT
Each person is asked to bring
a fifty cent gift to exchange at the
annual
.Bowers Community Clubs
Christmas Party on December 14
at 6:30 p. m. The event will be
held at the k 1ne and All Club.
-'• •ri And Mail Earl,.

Most public speeches, as if you
didn't know, amount to nothing
except to give the spea' or practice.
The weal I'r continu, to furnwho
:- for t.
ish cone
hive nothing more important to
talk about.
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G RINK
HAPPY DAYn SKATIN
Phones: 9126 or 720

B'dway Si.: South Fulto

L. C. (DOC1 ADAMS
t

X

emse
TAKE you PICK'
g
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Stamps Sold Out
Of Big Collection

For Fine Liquorsn

US 45-51 By Pass Highlands- Fulto

4,11011

•N. si.•••
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saying Happy Birthday to the
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by all those that knew him. He Cash, Jr.
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Ii ft a ray ;if sunshine everywhere
,c Iii: nob Mahan, Mrs. Harhe went and will be greatly miss-y Allison, Frances Nell Perry,
-1 hy all that knew him.
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Mrs. L. T. Caldwell and family Mrs. Harry Alliso y, Mrs. Ern- that two of them so rarely agree.
Gregor
ion
9yrd, Mozelle
are enjoying colored televis
est Willey, Fr•.nces Perry and
entertainment.
Wanda Brockwell; Dec. 20: Steve
McCon
the
of
class
The Senior
Edward Glover, Mrs. Roper Jetthe
visited
Christ
of
nell Church
ress, Steve French and Amelia
an(Orph
Home
ly
Friend
Paradise
Coble.
cky
Kentu
,
ngton
Farmi
age) near
visiting
Sunday afternoon: Those
and
the home were: Misses Louise
and
Linda Meadow; Misses Patsy
Rosa
Peggy Bradberry; Misses
Elizaand Sammie Wilson; Miss
The following persons were
beth Ann Sills, Nancy Matthews,
patients at the three Fulton HosSherry Ann Brockwell. Anna Lou
ws pitals on Wednesday:
Caldwell, Messrs. Jessie Meado
tind Terry Robey.' They took
JONES HOSPITAL
en
Christmas gifts for the childr
Mrs. Bill Livingston and baby,
there and were so impressed with
g
of Fulton,
their visit that they are lookin Mrs. S. H. Lowry, both
3, Union
forward to a return visit in the Mrs. H. H. Milton. Route
City.
near future.

Mrs. Sam Hastings' dwelling
with household contents was destroyed by fire Thursday night.
She was visiting her son and his
family at the time of the fire and
the dwelling was practically demolished before she knew of her
tragedy.
Mr. Preston Boggess of Anchorago. Alaska arrived here•SatImlay to spend the Holidays with
big children, Brad and I.ttAn Bog-

BOTH
NOW
4/5 QUART

Ill

1
61

Glciiiiiog

$1.45
$2.85
2PINT
1
PINT I /

$45.75 Case of Fifths

GLENMO
SILVER LABEL

GOLD LABEL

4YEAR OLD 6YEAR OLD
BOND STRAIGHT
96 PROOF

100 PROOF

L3 COIPPEY
0131,1111:1 AND BOTTLED BY GLEVXDRE 131,1,TE

HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Nina Gilbert, Hess Russell. John
Noeffel, all of Fulton; Paul Wade.
Mrs. Cecil Orr, both of South
Fulton; J. W. Jones, Water ValMrs. Paul Reares has been dis- ley; Charles Batts. Otis LeCornu
y
missed from the Obion Count and L. A. Alderdice, both of
Hospital and is improving nicely Dukedom: Mrs. Clarence Johnson,
Wingo: Mrs. Maple Lee, Route 3,
•following surgery.
Hawks, Route 3,
Mrs. Roy Nix went to Memphis Martin; R. D.
d Riley, Hickman
for a checkup last week and was Fulton; Donal
.
and Ruth Peterson, Chicago.
found to be improving nicely
— —
Mrs. Mary Terrell whose condiFULTON HOSPITAL
rel
critica
be
to
ed
report
was
tion
Lewis Burke, South Fulton; Roy
cently, is improving.
Campbell. Mrs. r. F. Pennington.
was
Club
Male
The Chestnut
Mrs. Imogene
t Mrs. Hettie Ford.
represented at the Achievemen Brasfield, Richard Tidwell, DV.
at
eon
Lunch
:
percen
and 100
Virginia Colley. Mnt H. H. Perce,
Dresden" on last Sat,.iday by seven Rev. John pi. It Mrs. J. W.
in
t
percen
100
were
who
members
Elledge, Mrs. ii C. Reed, Miss
attendance during the past year. Rebecca Tucker. Mrs. Guy TuckMrs.
.
Burke
Jim
Mrs.
were
They
er and Mrs. George Hall, till of
V. C. Simpson, Mrs. Orvin Mor- Fulton; Mrs. Nanny Watts, Mrs.
Mrs.
e,
Templ
Myrtle
Mrs.
rison.
Mary B. Kirby, Fulton, Route 1;
.T. T. Simpson, Mrs. Edna Strong J. R. Pruitt, Route 2, Fulton:
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan. Mrs. Levids'T. Jones, Morgan Davidson,
Morrison probably has a record Route 4. Fulton: Goebel Jackson,
for attendance that has not been Mrs. 011ie Puckett, Mrs. Kelly
reached by anyone in the c8tinty, Vaughan. Wingti: Mrs. Albert
in having attended each luncheon Campbell, Mr,:. Edwin House, Mrs.
that.bas been held.
George Golden, Authur Bugg,
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Author Bugg; Clinton; Mrs.
a
of
Harry Barber on the arrival
B. C. Ross, Mrs. Clara Taylor,
new baby daughter last week.
Mrs. Lyle Shuck, all of Union
and
The many friends of Mr.
Mrs. „ Daisy Bondurant,
City;
d
invite
Mrs. Henry Castleman are
Cayce; 011ie Poyner, Lynnville:
Deof
oon
to visit them the aftern
Mrs. J. C. Witt, Dresden; and
cember 16 at their home in the Loney Anderson, Route 3. Fulton.
in
nity
Chestnut Glade Commu
observance of their 50th Anniver
sary.
Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs.
Cecil Page of Dresden who observed their Golden Wedding Anniversary recently. Mr. and Mrs.
Page formerly lived in this community.
Miss Paula Howard who has
been a patient in the Baptist Hospital in Memphis for the past several days is improving and is at
her home but has been advised
for
by her doctor to stay in bed
several weeks.

•''^ot. ELVITLICITY

VIPPliance giving meanstasierliiving
r than ever!
—and our low prices make GIVING easie
Eureka Vacuum cleaner
--FtEE $5.95 UMBRELLA with any price
Reg. $14.95 • - - $12.99
'Hamilton Beach Mixette, 5-yr. guarantee,
5 - - - Special $1.2.99
GE Portable Mixer, Regular price $14.9
$19.95 - - - - $14.95
GE Automatic percolator, 3-9 cups, Reg.
Reg. $9.95 - - - $7.99
Dominion automatic light weight iron,
they last - - - $12.99
GE steam & dry iron, Orig. S17.95, while
$14'.95
Universal Hat box hair dryer
$3.99
GE electric alarm clock, Reg. price $4.95
$9.99
s, padded swivel seats, Reg. S14.95
Chrome kitchen stool

le conElectric blankets, guaranteed 2 years, full size, sing
$14.99
trol. Regularly $19.95
D!
EVERY ITEM WE SELL IS STRICTLY GUARANTEE
TS
LAMPS CHAIRS LAMP SETS ELECTRIC SKILLE
You'll find every wanted appliance at

& FURNITURE CO.
BENNETT ELECTRIC
Fulton
Walnut St.
Masonic Bldg.

BARBECUED RIBS
AURANT
FROM THE KEG RESTFulto
n. Ky.
Lake Street

la
at
vi

Greenfield Monument Works
In Operation 61 Tears
fo

• Large Display'
Well Lighted At Night'
'
• Open Sunday Afternoons'
Si
Fulton
Call 124

J. B. MANESS & SONS
Greenfield, Tenn.

Greenfield
AD 5-2293

gaRANID NEW!

• CHESTNUT GLADE
j By Mrs. liarves• Vaughn

st.i5c

You'll Say they're delicious!

HOSPITAL NEWS

—

,4"Nsr.

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Nylon P
MATTRESSES BY

SHAM sNS
100% NYLON covers
under-puffed with CELACLOUli

. So many wonderful features for
THE COUNTESS NYLON PUFF
ons your body as
cushi
loud
Celac
y
5
so few dollars. Fluff
Blue floral print
rt.
suppo
nt
buoya
de
312 springs provi
. Twin or 4)
vents
8
and
es
handl
4
,
cover of 100% nylon
ring
full size mattress or companion boxsp

„.499

3 Pair
Gift
Wrapped
• SEAMLESS MESH
" SEAMLESS SMOOTH

99c pr.
* Rhapsody
*Sun Glo
* Grey Mist

Fry's Shoe Store
FULTON

aling in
PUFF.Eye-appealing, sleep-appe
THE PRINCESS NYLON
loud.
Celac
cover puffed with
pink nylon floral print
Ak
gs, 4 handles and hundreds 4)
Has 312 firm resilient sprin
or full
Twin
ess.
freshn
inner
e
insur
of eyelet vents to
ring low priced at
size naattress or quilted boxsp

5995

GRAHAM
FURNITURE COMPANY

301 WALNUT ST.

FULTON

ed
se
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• AUSTIN SPRINGS
By Mrs. Carey ErieIds

6
I.
3

• DETROIT NEWS
By Roy Maurer

area has been stripped, classed
and into bulk, in readiness of
early Dec. market. The quality is
much better than first expected.
Buton Lassiter and Son Leslie
began some fall-plowing around
here last week, as well as many
acres, of land has already been
broken for crops of 63.
Mr. Charlie Vincent Jr. continues to Improve his line of sitter bird-dogs, where he gets
fancy prices at his farm near-by
this village.
Your writer is visiting in the
home of her sister, Mrs. Roy Hammitt and Mr. Hammitt, Hollow
Rock and Vale, Tenn. Road, having arrived Sunday, I am having
a nice visit with them this being
my first visit here this year.

• DUKEDOM HT. 2
Mrs. 0.

F. Tas tor

• PIERCE STATION
fly

11r, (1,trle... I 055 e

Winter seems io be here for
The church dedication sure
News has been scarce lately,
brought a lot of friends together sure after so many warm days in
from the Faith and Grace churches Nov. Temp. was 6 degrees early several have been on the sick list.
Rev. James Holt filled his reguMr. and Mrs. John Lowe and
and a lot from out of town. After this morning, the sun is shining
lar appointritent at New Salem
Mrs. William Long -attended the
the services, a lunch was served and that helps.
Baptist Church the past Sunday
by the Young Adult class in the
Mr. Ohs LeCornu is a patient dinner at Park Terrace Wedqesat 11 a. M. and the evening serchurch's Fellowship Hall and was In the Hillview Hornital, he was day night, honoring Congressman
vice was devoted to the regular
seriously hurt Friday in Dukedom. Robert Everett.
enjoyed by all attending.
monthly class singing.
Harry Yates visited Ephrian
Mrs. Pearson had as her guest,
Mrs. Clara Ledbetter of Granite
Mr. Lee Peery has returned
her daughter, Mrs. Fred Schoen. Neely of Fulton Sunday.
City, Ill, was a recent visitor of :
home from the Hillview Hospital,
From out of town, Roy Maurer
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. House Mr. her sister Mrs. Mansil Roach.
where he was under treatment
and wife had Mr. and Mrs. Clyde and Mrs. Roscoe Williams, Mr.
Mrs. Bud Stem is spending
for several days.
Dockey and daughter from Owosso, and Mrs. Earl Wray, Mr. and Mrs. few days in Paducah with i.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Thomas from Boaz House ate Sunday dinner, at daughter, Mrs. Wallace Cunnii.
and sons Mark and Stevie, Martin,
New Baltimore, and Mr. and Mrs. Reelfoot Lake celebrating Mr. ham and family.
Tenn. were Sunday visitors of
Pearson from Fair Haven. Mrs. T. C's birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. William Li,:
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Buton LasFelix Massey and Mr. David BowWord has been received here of spent Thursday in Paducah.
siter.
den were Sunday dinner guest of the death of Frank Bruce of MayMr. and Mrs. Roy Maurer.
field, who passed away Sunday
Mr. Minnie Vincent has.returnGetting somebody else to do
Faith church will have a Loy- night at the Mayfield Hospital. He your work,
ed home from Jones Clinic after
is the recipe for sucalty Dinner on Sunday evening, has many friends and acquaint- cess.
several days of hospitalization
ances
December
in
16,
the
and
due to some broken ribs. He is
all
Dukedom
are
invited
vicinity.
Accommodation is an unknown
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland.
now doing nicely,
quantity so far as some folk are to attend. They too, have some
very good cooks.
Mrs. Singleton, Miss Allie Row- 'Accurate
The air-cured tobacco of this concerned.
Mr. Lonz McAlister, father of land and Martin Givens were
WORKMANSHIP
Leslie McAlister, is now home af- dinner guests of the Oliver TayI
ter eye surgery. Let us all pray lors recently. Mr. and Mrs. NorAt Low Cost
BLUER HEPLER,
man Puckett, Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
to
the
Lord
to
restore
his
eye
world famous breeder of quarter
Wan hen
Ciorks at.d Time
sight and to have a speedy re- Oliver of Lone Oak and Mrs. Hathorses and owner of the 45,000-acre
tie Puckett called Inter in the day. Pieces of All Linds Accucovery back to hearth.
0-Triangle Ranch at Dog Canyon
In the Guadalupe Mountains, near
rately Repaired a t Low void
Mrs. Evaline Yates called on
Glad to report that Birdie Mae
Carlsbad, New Mexico, says,
by—
Hutson is home after three weeks Iler sister; Mrs. Maude Crittenden
in the hospital. Get well, Birdie of Fulton Sunday. _
•4
ANDREWS
Mae; we miss you.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Scott.
••
Mrs. Altha Roland is in St. Renee and Rhonda returned to
Jewelry
Company
Josephs Hospital, recovering very their home in So. Pittsburgh Sunday
slowly after her heart attack. Her
after visiting their parents a
room number is 421. Remember few days.
her
Mr.
in your prayers.
and Mrs. Tremon Rickman
90 Proof
Mrs. Jay Harris is in Memorial were guest: in the Carl Hainline
Hospital in Warren, Michigan re- home recently.
Mr. and Mrs. Hobert Floyd
covering nicely after her opera5,i Pint
came in from Chicago a few days
tion. Her room number is 31.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. McAlister ago to be at the bedside of her
left for Kentucky to attend the daddy, Mr. Le Cornu in the Hillfuneral services of Mrs. McAlis- view Hospital.
MELLOW-MASH
ter's uncle, Mr. Raymond Gambill. Our sympathy goes out to
THE CASE IS CRACKED
this family.
The children's Christmas Party
The Greatest American Whiskey
Shreveport, - La .—Mrs. Vernon
will be at church on December 15. B. Merritt has
solved the mystery
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON, "
8. 100 PROOF BOTTLED IN•BOND
About fifty children are expected of the disappearing
DISTILLED & BOTTLED BY YELLOWSTONE DISTILLERY CO., LOUISVILLE—OWENSBO
pecans at her
RO I.
to be present. The Young Adult home here. The
criminal is her
class recently started getting larg- own Welsh
Corgie who cracks
er. Keep up the good work. Re- Ore shells
with his teeth and then.
member: Don't send your children eats the meat
out and leaves the
to Sunday School and Church— shell. She
caught the dog in the
you get up and take them as you act.
are also needed.
Remember the sick and shut-inc
A card or a visit from you is the
best cure for anyone on the sich
list.
This reporter wishes you a
207 Commercial
Phone 58
Merry Christmas and a Happy
New Year.
—Slip Covers; seat rovers
Please call VE 9-3074 to report
—Upholstering (all kinds:
any Detroit news.
modern and antique
Draperies
—Awnings. tarpaulins

SUPPLEME T B
PROTEIN
MINERAL
VITAMINS
IN A

SELF-FEED
BLOCK

• efft\ter7ll

I

THAT'S RiGHTI
NO BITE!"

S

$1.55

East State Line

Phone 202

AVE TIME
AVE GAS
HOP AND GO

2000 FEET FREE PARKING

Yellowstone

RAIN, OR SHINE
CONVENIENT SERVICE WINDOW

S. P. MOORE & CO.

•MT. MORIAH NEWS
• JAMES HAZELWOOD
Mrs. Marion Milam

What brings
new payrolls to Mid-America?
What attracts the scores of new plants that locate
along the Main Line of Mid-America?
High on the list of attractions, industrial newcomers tell us, is the forward-reaching look of Illinois
Central transportation.
New industries like the quarter billion dollars we
have invested in the past ten years to keep our railroad new. They approve our constant probing for
better answers to every transport problem. They appreciate our new diesels, our bigger freight cars, our
heavier high-speed track, our electronic equipment,
our improved train control and yard systems.
Naturally more shippers depend on the Illinois
Central and more new industries locate along our
lines. It makes good sense to rely on the new Main
Line of Mid-America.
WAYNE A. JOHNSTON
President

MAIN LINE OF
MID-AMERICA

ILLINOIS

EDE

Several from this community
attended the basketball game at
Martin last Saturday night. South
Fulton and Martin played.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph McKnight
were Sheffield, Alabama weekend
visitors of Mr. and Mrs. D. J.
Jones and relatives this past
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Marion and children visited Mrs. Edward Calhoon
of Pryorsburg on Sunday. Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Futrell and Stevie of
Mayfield were also visitors.
- This community was she-ked
over what happened to Paula
Howard on last Monday. She was
rushed to Memphis Hospital. We
hope she will get to come home
and we wish her a speedy recovery. I understand she is to stay
in bed for three weeks.
_ Well, Christmas is drawing near,
and the children will be looking
forward for old Santa to pay them
a visit. Lets try and be good,
maybe he will remember all of

UAL KILLEBREW

ITS SO EASY TO

STOP AND SHOP
AT

FIVE -0- ONE

MAYFIELD HIWAY

FULTON,

Y.

111111Nfl/IL 1111allPodgayeke

US.

PRISONERS STUDIOUS
Dannemora, N. Y.—More than
90 percent of the 2048 inmates of
Clinton State Prison took educational courses in one year.
Shop And Mail Early

,Folvthg
•G01.13EN YEARS
'lite'
: 4Q

.4

TO HELP PROTECT

ITS RELIABILITY COMES FROM ITS QUALITY
A nutshell description of Chevrolet trucks could be
"'i'rucks That Work". It's not exactly earthshaking but it says a mouthful. It's what Chevrolet
trucks are best known for —their reliability. Ready
to work, day after day, whenever you are.
You can't build ticks that perform like this
if you don't put quality into engine, chassis and

body. Chevrolet does: double-wall construction,
insulated cab, select-wood body floor, chain.
supported tailgate, ladder-type frame, the careful
attention to upholstery and finish. It's this kind
of quality that makes any Chevrolet truck—from
pickup to heavyweight tandem— worth more on
the average at trade-in!

THE "PRIME OF LIFE"
2 NEW 6-CYLINDER ENGINES

You've been hoping for • formula like this— with extra potency to support a positive sense
of well-being and mental alertness. It provides important lipotropes, as well as the more complete vitamin-mineral protection
desirable for the mature adult.

GERIATRIC
capsules
CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake Phones 70-428

New High Torque 230cu.-in. Six is more
powerful than its predecessor. Standard in
Series CIO through C50.

New High Torque 292cu.-in. Six—most
powerful truck 6 Chevrolet has ever built!
Standard in Series C60.

CHEVROLET
QUALITY TRUCKS
COST LESS

"Check the Champ"—Test Drive the "New Rellables" at your Chevrolet dealer's

TAYLOR CHEVROLET - - BUICK,INC:
104 East Fourth Street

Phones 3/1 6C
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Miss LaVerne Wilson And Carl Wade
To Wed In Ceremony On December 21
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Wilson
loute Two, Union Grove, Ala•
ama, announce the engagement
:nd forthcoming mlirriage of their
laughter, LaVerne, of 268 South
;omerville. Memphis, to Carl W.
'jade, of Memphis, son of Mr.
nd Mrs. James H. Wade, Route
Me, Fulton.
The vows will be exchanged at
he Henderson Church of Christ,
lenderson. Tennessee on Decem)er 21. 1962
The bride-elect . is the grandlaughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
lames Franklin Wilson of Cedarown. Georgia and Mrs. Beulah
tiller and the late J. Wilce Miller
,f Route 4. Heflin, Alabama. She

7.HRISTMAS MUSIC—

is a graduate of Arab High School.
Arab, Alabama and received the
Associate of Arts Degree in Secretarial Science from
FreedHardeman College at Henderson,
Tenn. In high school she was a
member of the Beta Club, Band,
Future Homemakers, was Homecoming Queen, Secretary of the
Senior Class, Society Editor
the Annual and a Class Beauty.
At Freed-Hardeman she served
as secretary to the vice president
of the College for two years. She
was a member of Alpha Tau Society, Phi Beta Lambda and a
member of the Annual staff. She
is presently employed as Secretary-Receptionist for First National Bank, Memphis.
The bridegroom-elect is the
grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
John H. Wade and Mr. and Mrs.
R. B. Watts of Fulton. He is a
graduate of South Fulton High
School,
and
attended FreedHardeman College, Henderson,
Tenn., and was an Honor graduate
of United Electronics.
He served three years on the
South Fulton Student Council and
was on the basketball and football
squads. At Freed-Hardeman he
was a member of the Sigma Rho
Society
and
Inter -Collegiate
Archery squad. At the present
time he is a sales representative
for Fuller Company.

Continued from Page One)
lute quartet composed of Jane
'Awards, Brenda McBride, Becky
Aachen and Andy Batts who play•E-1 a beautiful arrangement of
'Fairest Lord Jesus" and a trum,et trio of Barry Adams, Mike
.IcClure and John Reed. Their
:umber was an arrangement of
he traditional melody "Green'leeves." Bach organ selections
vere beautifully presented by
lob Anderson as he played with
'xceptional poise and command.
"The Holy City" presented by
\Tr's. Nelson Tripp and Vyron
vritchell and accompanied by Mrs.
;teve Wiley was well received by
he audience as were the selec- MEADOWVIEW—
ions from the "Messiah" and
Continued from Page One)
-Sweet Little Jesus Boy", present- cember 25 to answer the petition.
1:1 by Norman White and:_accomThe Kentucky Utilities petition
,anied by Mrs. Walter Voelpel. asks that the election in which
(lie final numbers were presented residents of Hickman voted 376 to
:y the very fine South Fulton 71 to acquire KU property be set
'uni(r High Chorus, directed by aside. The plaintiffs alleged that
Nelson Tripp and accom- the copy of the ballot or face of
anied by Mollie Alexander. The the voting machine was not
pub'horns sang "A Musical Christ- lished according to law.
nas Carol" and -Sweet Christmas
Another allegation was that an
'aril." with Treva Lou Hedge as ordinance required for authorizaOloist.
tion of the election was not proRev. William Beard read a perly done. Also the plaintiffs
'hristmas Scripture and invoca- said that the question as submition was given by Rev. William ted on the face of the voting maTames.
chine was designed to improperly
Christmas spirit permeated the influence the voters. Other claims
ovely auditorium of the church were that people outside the City
nd the acceptance of the pro- of Hickman voted in the city preram could be summed up in the cincts, to which the election was
losing remarks made by Mrs. confined and that consolidation of
tendon Wright.- chairman of the voting •precincts was not done in
'tunic department when she said: compliance with the law.
I hope your Christmas will be as1
Tight as the star that shown over
Anybody who pays cash can
tethlehem hundreds of years I usually get what he wants to buy
:go."
in Fulton. Ky.

A THOROUGHBRED!

-;11?R0II2
Paddock Club —

•
•
•

1
ROUND STEAK .
. swift proten Lb. 79c
SIRLOIN STEAK .
..swifts proten Lb. 79c
RIB STEAKS . .. . swift proten Lb. 79c.
•

•

AMOK 34 Sirow MC VICSi SC arg Sit Or4 MC AIM SW MC04 AC OW MAC MO RIK WCIBR
.cmadumummmerocugumus.mmnowlagmmaimumm'aftal

•AC SIC 34 AC AiSUMAC OIC MC AC AC 14 AC AC AC
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• •

COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
of CHRISTMAS CANDY!

•

FREsll MEAT

FRESH

HAMBURGER 3 Lbs. ___ $1.00 PORK LIVER
Lb. 29c
Pl
l'ORK
SAUSAGE 3 Lbs.
$1.00 SELECT OYSTERS Jar $1.09
FRESH

BACON Slice Jowl 3 Lbs. $1.00 VEAL STEAKS

Lb. 89c

FIRST CUTS

MORRELs PORK

PURE SAUSAGE _ _ __ Lb. 39c PORK CHOPS

Lb. 49

SWIFTS
WORTHMORE

MORREL'S
FRESH PORK

SLICED

BRAINS
Lb. Crt. 19c /

BACON
Lb. Pkg. 39c

AC34AL AC AC MAMA(ACM

0 ASST.CHOCOLATES 2 Lb. Box
$1.99
ORANGE SLICES 1 1-2 Lb. Pkg.
39c
0
39c
0 FILL MIX 100% 12 oz. Pkg.
NOVELTY MIX 2 Lb. Pkg.
__
59c
BABY RIBBON CANDY Pkg.
29c
V RING MIX
14 oz. Pkg.
39c
CHRISTMAS CANDY STOCKING
29c
GIANT CANDY CANES
__ 25c
0 KRACKEL BARS
10 Bar Pkg.
39c
V
HERSHEY CANDY BARS 10 Bar Pkg 39c
FILBERTS
Lb. Pkg.
55c
V
MIXED NUTS
Lb. Pkg.
49c
°
4 DIAMOND WALNUTS
Lb. Pkg. __ 55c
Lb. Pkg.
it STUARTS PECANS
59c

i
PAP
PAP

1.mmmmmmmfnmmmmmmmmmummmmmmmmmm,
I•

HENDERSON'S
10 POUND BAG
COVE OYSTER

TREASURE BAY 3- 8 oz. cans $1.00
ROAST BEEF

FOR A COMPLETE ASSORTMENT
OF CHRISTMAS DECORATIONS!

Be Sure And Visit
SWIFTS 12 oz. Can
49c
PEARS West Pac 2 1-2 Can 29c
Our
Christmas Decorations
PLUMS West Pac 4 - 2 1-2 Can $1.00
Department!
PEACHES Hunts 4 - 2 1-2 Cans $1.00
SOAKY Reg. Bottle _ _
_ 69c LARD 50 Lb. Stand
$6.49

• MAXWELL HOUSE

INSTANT COFFEE 10 oz. Jar $1.39
DOG MEAL

FRISKIES 25 Lb. Bag
$2.59
PHD Dog Food 6 Reg. Cans 89c
NATTY SPUN Hose Pair 49c
SWIRTLNING

JEWEL 3 Lb. Can

69c

FLOUR

PILLSBURY

25 Lb. Bag

$1.49
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OF FINEST COTTON SURMA
FABINC BY GREENWOOD

A luxurious shirt in rich
Supima cotton fabric,
renowned for its
smoothness, luster,
long wear. Featured
in Glen, a soft, shortpoint, medium-spread
collar style.
"Sanforized" for
lasting fit.

ALLSWEET
2 LB. CRT.

CRAB MEAT

( Off cn All Sport.Shirts

LEADER SPORTING GOODS
I

KI ,
11:11 I

FULTON

7 1-2 oz. Can 89c

Serve 4 - 6 Complete Meal
Pkg.
$1.29
FANCY CUT MILFORD

FANCY PINK

KELLY'S

KING BIRD

VIENNIA

SALMON
Lb. Can 59c

SAUSAGE
5 Reg. Cans $1.00

PEANUT BRITTLE

ASPARGUS SPEARS 303 Can 29c KRAFTS 14 oz. Pkg.
MILFORD FANCY

ASPARGUS

WHOLE SPEARS

39c

('AMP FIRE

39c MARSHMALLOWS Lb. Pkg. _ 29c

No. 1 Can

II AIR SPRAY

PECAN PIES

SUAVE Dry or Normal _

99c MRS.SULLIVANS 12 oz. Pkg 49c
FLAVOR KIST
7-or. BOX
BLUE CHEESE 7 oz. Box _ _ _ _ 37c ONION & GARLIC Crackers 37c
FIAVOR KIST

CRACKERS

FEATURES TOP QUALITY
PRODUCE
AT ALL TIMES

OUR

PRODUCE DEPARTMENT

WINESAP APPLES 3 Lb. Bag 39c AVOCADOS

Each

SEALD SWEET

FRESH

FLORIDA ORANGES 5 Lb. Bag 49c

EGG PLANT Lb.

I RI sit

NO. 1

TANGERINES
Doz.
29c
GRAPES Tokay 2 Lb. _ _ _ 29c

SWEET POTATOES

GOLDEN
NIIiPANAS
Acres of FREE
PARKING

CHOC. Bon Bons 2 Lb. Pkg. ___ 49c
DIXIE BELLE

SALTINES Lb. Box
25c
MISS LIBERTY ROLLS Pkg. _ 25c
FI,AVOR KIST

PIZZA Crackers 7 oz. Box _ _ _ 37c
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LARGE GREEN FLORIDA

BLACK BEN
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29c
29c
Lb.

5c

FR Es!!

TURNIPS Fresh Lb.

pound

Where Shopping
Is Always A Pleasure

5c

10c
Don't Forget Wed. Is Always Double Stamp Day
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